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Presidents
Report
It is a pleasure to report on my first year in post having taken
over the reins from Ian Mitchell who led the Society so capably
through the celebrations of the 150th Anniversary of the Jersey
Herd Book during his term. Although this past year may not have
quite matched 2016 for razzmatazz, nevertheless it was a year
with lots happening across the many facets of the Society. Whilst
our flower and cattle shows, and the core activities linked to the
Jersey Cow, remained central to our existence we also saw an
expansion of our overseas development programme in Africa.
In addition we initiated a “Genetic Review” looking at the effects
of the importation of bovine semen ten years on. The
Horticultural Section was busy too, amongst other things
updating the terms and conditions of the allotments at the FJ
Ahier Country Gardens. Meanwhile our management team has
been working hard to establish our headquarters, The Royal
Jersey Showground, as the premier events venue in the island;
this is very important for us and it is encouraging that, by
harnessing the full potential of our facility, the financial security
of the Society should be assured, after many years of operating
in deficit.

Nziza Project in Rwanda is now firmly established, using Jersey
cows to transform lives in poor rural communities. Working with
our partner organisation Send a Cow we help family microbusinesses owning a single cow by supplying Jersey bull semen
for artificial insemination. We are also providing technical
guidance and support at a higher regional level. Results are
impressive; smallholders have seen the production of their lowyielding indigenous cattle greatly increased; with higher milk
yields comes better nutrition, more disposable income and a
boost to the local economy. Based on the successful approach
employed in Rwanda, the Society and JOA have now agreed a
new development initiative in Malawi

Our shows and competitions were once again of a very high
standard and continued to showcase the very best that the
Island has to offer. Whether in the realm of cattle, floral, fruit,
vegetables or prepared exhibits, our shows rank with the best
both in terms of quality and participation. Horticulture continues
to be enthusiastically supported and, having seen at first hand
the knowledge, skill and commitment of those who organise
and help to stage our shows, I am full of admiration and
appreciation. The same goes for those members who put
forward such impressive exhibits, who enter their gardens and
the produce from their allotments in our various competitions.
We have a huge wealth of experience and know-how amongst
our membership and I think there is a great opportunity to
encourage new members into the Society, and to pass on this
expertise.

During the year we also provided some background assistance
to former RJA&HS President Derrick Frigot MBE in the
preparation of his new book entitled “Pioneers of the Jersey
Breed”. This is far more than a mere chronology of the 150 years
of the Jersey Herd Book since its inception in 1866. Within its
pages the author uses all his powers of expression and
presentation, and his unrivalled knowledge of the Jersey cow, to
bring us a living history of the endeavours of the men and
women who made the “little brown cow” into the supreme
dairy animal she is today. And central to the story are the cattle
themselves, the preeminent specimens of the breed - they are
all here, man and animal together – the pioneers of the breed.
This is a book that will give pleasure to those who wish to simply
dip in and browse. It is also certain to become an acknowledged
and valuable reference text for students of the breed, a musthave for every bookshelf!

Within the Society as a whole there is much to be optimistic
about. But there are some clouds on the horizon and issues that
will need addressing – I will come back to this later.
In undertaking the Genetic Review we have been fortunate to
secure the assistance once again of the eminent geneticist Dr
Maurice Bichard. Members may recall the important role Dr
Bichard’s report played in 2005 in making the case for the
importation of international genetics. Now is the time, ten years
after the States’ vote, to assess the full impact of that
momentous decision. Moreover, taking note of the fast-moving
and highly technical field of global genetics, and what is
happening in other countries, the time is opportune for the
Society to consider future policy options with respect to
importation. The review is sure to be fascinating and Dr Bichard
is due to deliver the first part of his report this spring, with part
two, containing the options for future action, to follow later in
the year.

Building work to enlarge and improve the facilities at Royal Jersey
Showground, replacing the marquee to the west of the main
hall with a permanent building, is now almost complete. Though
we have been beset with delays during the year, I am pleased to
report that we are now very close to signing off the project. With
almost double the area of high-quality space available for yearround use, this will enable us to be more flexible with our
lettings and will allow us to host a greater number of events,
with knock-on benefits for the Society’s financial security. The
outside areas at the Showground have also given us some
problems and these are being addressed. Settlement of the
imported material when the site level was raised some years ago
has caused low spots to occur. This, compounded by the
exceptional rain this winter, has left the area very wet and in

The status of the Jersey cow as the island’s best ambassador was
underlined again during the year as the Society’s partnership
with Jersey Overseas Aid (JOA) developed further. The Jersey Inka

Continued >
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are to increase revenue and ensure the financial stability of the
Society into the future. Often unsung, our milk recorders Sue
Bisson and Jacey Copple play a vital part in our activities. We are
grateful to Sue for the many years’ service she has given and,
now that she has decided to retire, I would like to put on record
the Society’s appreciation for all her hard work and the pleasant
and helpful demeanour she has always brought to the task. We
are delighted that Jacey has accepted a full-time position as milk
recorder; she is also proving a valuable member of the team,
ready to take on other duties. Perhaps not noticed by many of
you, we have been running a project in the background,
updating the manuals and cataloguing and organising the
archive. We have Christine Gill to thank for the orderly way this
is being carried out.

need of remedial work. The contractor is ready to undertake this
as and when conditions allow, and we hope that the exercise
will not impinge negatively on our outside events programme
this year.
Whilst the Society is in an exceedingly good position at the
moment, performing strongly on many fronts, there are possible
clouds on the horizon, as I mentioned earlier. If left unaddressed,
these could eventually undermine our success. I am referring to
the year-on-year reduction in membership, coupled with the
evident need to encourage new and younger members. With
this in mind the Officers and Council engaged PR consultancy
firm Direct Input to help us “Define our Future”. A questionnaire
was circulated to members in February and followed by an
excellent “Strategy Day” brain-storming session in March. Direct
Input then produced a Summary Report (which can be viewed
on the Society website) and, as I write, we are pressing forward
with plans to put in practice many of the suggestions that arose.

And I cannot end my report without saying a huge thank you
to Louise Agnès for the excellent way in which she undertook
her responsibilities during the four years she was Horticulture
Secretary. We wish her and her husband Laurence every success
as they concentrate on developing their farming business. We
are also grateful to Louise, with a second child on the way, for
the guidance she is giving to her successor, Rachelle Robinson,
during the hand-over. We are pleased to welcome Rachelle to
the team; she has settled in extremely well, with a successful
Spring Flower Show already under her belt.

An unquestionable strength of the Society is our excellent team
of staff members, so ably led by James Godfrey. With such a
varied and busy portfolio of activities to run, it is a credit to the
team at the office that they achieve this in such an effective way,
while at the same time keeping our headquarters and the
facilities at Trinity so attractive and welcoming. We are fortunate
to have such a dynamic and dedicated staff, each person well
qualified in their own speciality but able to support one other
when necessary. David Hambrook’s input in running the cattle
programmes and managing the JOA link is inestimable; his
unparalleled knowledge of the dairy industry, cattle breeding
and genetics, coupled with an exceptional organisational ability,
is bringing about remarkable transformations to the lives of rural
communities in Rwanda, and other countries. He is ably
supported with his work on-island by Jane Harvey who has
settled in into her role very well. Dave Cottrell is doing a grand
job of managing and marketing the showground, essential if we

In closing, I would like to thank sincerely my fellow Officers, the
Council and all Committee Members for their invaluable support
and continued commitment to our Society. As we continue to
uphold Jersey’s traditional and core values, we need people of
this calibre to maintain their involvement, encourage others and
pass on the skills and knowledge that is at the heart of what we
do.
R J Perchard - President

Defining our
Future
Firstly, a Survey was undertaken to gauge the views of the
membership on a number of key topics. The response was
excellent with over 120 questionnaires returned, demonstrating
a good cross section of opinion across the Society. This showed
that we are very much a “broad church”, yet there was a strong
consensus on a number of questions. For example 93% of
respondents thought the Society should have a higher profile
and 91% would like more emphasis on educating the next
generation about farming and horticulture. Opinions on (a)
“protecting land” (b) “developing our shows and events” and
(c) “speaking out” were broadly in favour of maintaining or
slightly increasing the stance presently taken by the Society.

In February, President Rob Perchard wrote to the membership
asking for their help in “defining the future” of the Society. He
asked them to reflect on what the Society does well, what it
could do better and what it needs to do to remain welcoming,
viable and relevant. In short, what action it must take to ensure
a sustainable future. Some might ask if this is really necessary?
After all, the Society is in good shape – as this publication
admirably demonstrates – so why can’t we just sit back and
enjoy our success? The Officers and Council, concerned that
such complacency could be a risky path to follow, took the view
that the best approach was to undertake a process of selfanalysis, in consultation with members, with the aim of
identifying options for change and necessary action to help
secure a vibrant future for this Society. The process, which is still
ongoing, has three stages.
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real-time, as the audience tapped their responses into their
mobile phones or i-pads. Technology did not take over
completely, of course and after every round of discussion a
spokesperson from each table summarised. The attached word
cloud illustrates responses to the question – What three words
would you use to describe the RJA&HS? As Direct Input’s final
Report points out, the emphasis on “Community” is interesting
as it implies a role beyond serving the Society’s own
membership. This is something most of us take for granted but
if it is to continue to underpin future activities, as many feel it
should, then this will need appropriate resourcing and funding.

Strategy Day workshop in progress.

The second step was the “Strategy Day” brain-storming
workshop which took place on 10th March with over 40
members participating in a very successful and productive event.
This workshop, which was led by PR firm Direct Input, focused
on the main issues identified in the survey. Topics discussed in
depth were: (i) Shows and Events (ii) Membership (iii) Education,
and (iv) The Big Ideas, a “blue sky” thinking exercise. The session
had started with a discussion on a possible strapline for the
Society, something that Direct Input tell us is important and
should be a priority (“RJA&HS” is a bit of a mouthful and not
very meaningful to most islanders!)

The next step, having received the excellent Final Report from
Direct Input, is for Council to take stock and hopefully put into
practice the best ideas from this exercise. One idea that received
overwhelming support from the Strategy Day was for the
appointment of an officer to devise an education /
communications strategy for the Society. As we go to press this
important suggestion is receiving careful and considered
attention.

The facilitators employed a clever piece of interactive technology
on the day, called Mentimeter, to assist and enliven proceedings,
graphically displaying word clouds and live graphs on screen in

Visit of Island breeders to

Denmark and UK
Jersey Herds - March 2017
at the Nygaard Farm of Svend Otto Sogaard (Far right of picture).
We were also joined throughout by USA Jersey herd owner Eric
Silva (Sunset Canyon Jerseys) and his father Fred, whilst previous
UK Jersey Society Secretary Chris Barnes caught up with us at some
farms.

As part of the early research into the development of a 10 year
Genetic Plan, reported upon initially in the 2016 Annual Report, a
trip to see Jersey herds for ten breeders, representing 7 of the larger
Island herds, took place in March of this year. Arranged by Jersey
Island Genetics and in the main generously funded by the Howard
Davis Farm Trust the four day excursion took in visits to Viking
Genetics HQ, where we were shown some of the rising Jersey bull
stars from their national stud and received a presentation on the
Jersey breeding programme from the Jersey breed co-ordinator Mr
Peter Larsen. The group also visited Thise (Thistle) Dairy, a milk
processing factory specialising in receiving organic and Jersey milk
and finally, a number of the top Jersey herds in that area of the
country.
The group also took advantage of the road leg of the trip from
Gatwick to Heathrow airports to stop off at two English Jersey
herds; that of the Whitby family (Raylands Prefix) near Slough and
on the return journey we dropped in to visit with Michael and
Beverley Clear and family, near Frensham in Surrey (Pierrepont
Prefix).

Nygaard Farm comprises some 265ha of land of which 60ha is a wholecrop silage
mix with the remaining 175hs down to grass. The 450 cow organic herd has a
very impressive annual production average of 7,832kgs milk at 5.84% BF and
3.90% Ptn, with all females now genomically tested at 9 months of age. The cows
are seasonally grazed to meet both organic and milk processor obligations.

Whilst we visited six herds in Denmark there is limiting space to
report on all six but by way of an example the photo right shows
the Jersey visitors grouped around an impressive DJ Lirsk daughter
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Nygaard Farm comprises some 265ha of land of which 60ha is a
wholecrop silage mix with the remaining 175hs down to grass. The
450 cow organic herd has a very impressive annual production average
of 7,832kgs milk at 5.84% BF and 3.90% Ptn, with all females now
genomically tested at 9 months of age. The cows are seasonally grazed
to meet both organic and milk processor obligations.

2. What was your general opinion of the farms we
visited, especially relating to non-cattle breeding items?
(Farm kit etc)
Tom Perchard - Standard of farms was excellent, albeit they were
farms selected by Viking and therefore likely the cream of the crop!
Most were exceptionally clean and tidy with purpose built modern
facilities. I was particularly impressed with the standard of calf and
youngstock accommodation. Lots of investment going on in new
buildings and equipment so, one assumes there is a high level of
confidence in the future of the industry.

To give some breadth to the report we asked a number of the younger
breeders in the group to give their own views on the various Jersey
breed focussed visits and below we have their thoughts to four
questions asked of them.
Tom Perchard sits on the Society’s Agricultural General Committee and
chairs the Jersey Island Genetics Management Committee. With his
father and Society President Robert, Tom manages the 6,900kg milk
averaging 240 cow Ansom herd at the family owned La Ferme, St
Martin farm.

Charlie Le Boutillier - We saw a selection of handpicked farms,
so difficult to gain a national picture from what we saw. I was
impressed with the pre weaning system/housing they all seemed
to employ which we have since commissioned at Woodlands to
great effect.

Phil Le Maistre farms with his Father, also Phillip, at Westlands Farm, St
Brelade where they are presently developing a very good 200 cow herd,
created from the merging of two herds both owned by the wider Le
Maistre family. The dairy unit is a tenanted farm which has seen major
extension works in the past 5 years, with their landlord’s support.

Phil Le Maistre - All the farms we visited were very impressive,
they were all immaculate and well looked after. The level of
investment has been huge and a number of farms we visited on
the trip all had building plans in the pipeline. Noticeably when
building new cubicle sheds/ young stock housing ventilation and
cow comfort is top of their agendas. Most sheds have insulated
roof panels to keep it cooler in the summer and, warmer in the
winter. Most sheds were open sided with automatic curtains
allowing the optimum air flow. On a whole they seem to embrace
any new technology available and not skimp on things when
erecting new buildings.

Charlie Le Boutillier returned to the island a few years ago to take on
the day to day running of the family’s dairy herd at Woodlands Farm,
St Helier. With parents Richard and Nicki, and sister Bryony the farm
focussed business is extending whilst also accommodating a new
butchery unit on the premises. The family play host to an increasing
number of tourists to the island who visit the farm as part of a formal
learning experience and this part of the family business is also
developing alongside the cows.
1. What elements of the Viking national breeding
programme interested you most?
Tom Perchard - In my opinion the most impressive part is the fact
that all producers completely buy into the concept. They each sacrifice
their own personal breeding agendas for the good of the breed's
national development instead. I'd say they are pretty unique in this
sense and arguably they have made both the largest and fastest genetic
gains of any Jersey population since genomic testing became
mainstream.
Phil Le Maistre - I'd echo what Tom says, all the farms we visited
were fully cooperative in the programme and this is something unique
to Denmark. The other thing that shone out to me was the passion
that especially the youngsters showed in the programme, from what I
gathered they all used it, but as well as using it they slightly adapted it
to their own specific preferences on what specific things they are
breeding for.
Charlie Le Boutillier - What was most impressive was how centrally
organised it was and when everyone is bought into an idea and pulls
in the same direction, great gains can be made very quickly. As others
have previously mentioned the NTM index system also seems to sit
better with our island philosophy than the USA JPI system.

Danish farmers have never been slow in adopting new technologies and this shows
a fully automated feeding hopper travelling through a large shed to deliver a
precise pre-mixed diet to a specific group of cows.

3. Did the progeny of one particular bull stand out for you?
Which? Why?
Charlie Le Boutillier - there was some very impressive cows all
round with superb production figures. I can see where we possibly
went a little wrong with the first Danish bulls we used at
Woodlands as those cows were very large and carried a lot of
weight, but due to being only a 50 % cross didn't produce enough
milk to keep the weight off. DJ Holmer and DJ Broiler were two
examples of this and were not too much to sing home about, but

The Adelgaard Jersey herd has bred many top AI bulls over the years and the
present herd was also in excellent condition. It was standard practice for farms to
have pulled out cows of interest for us and these were immaculately presented,
complete with very impressive production data, before seeing the rest of the herd
and youngstock.
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were clearly doing well in Denmark so as a summary I'd say I was
very impressed with the overall standard and this would give me a
lot of confidence to use Danish genetics going forward.

this the JX issue then this becomes even more of a reason as I don't
think we can ever compromise the purity and pedigree of our
islands herds as it’s such a big selling point for us.

Tom Perchard - I wasn't so much impressed by one particular
bull but more so the high standard of cattle across the board. The
nature of the Viking breeding programme demands a high turnover
of bulls so we saw daughters from a very wide variety of sires! A
brief general description of the animals we saw would be: sound,
functional, and good uddered cows.

Charlie Le Boutillier - As mentioned in earlier questions the
production figures of the farms we visited were very impressive in
not only milk yield but components yield also and regardless of
whether Jersey Dairy decides to pay more for butterfat or not, I
believe this is something we should keep at the heart of our
breeding programme as is one of the key elements to why the
Jersey is famous the world over. When we had our presentation
from Viking genetics they highlighted the figures they were hoping
to achieve by 2020 and onward and from memory I believe they
were well ahead of this schedule, which goes to highlight what a
large group working together can achieve.

Phil Le Maistre - DJ Zuma stood out as a bull that’s very
consistently proven to be a great success and we saw some great
cows in a number of herds by him. But on a whole they all seem to
have very consistent solid cows that look like they are going to last
and last which is something we are aiming for as well.

The final evening in Denmark was spent enjoying a well earned meal at Legoland!
The full tour group, looping from back left were: David Leng (Blanc Pignon), Robert
Perchard (La Ferme), Andrew Le Gallais (Cowley Farm), Martin Shipley (Trinity
Manor), Fred & Eric Silva (USA), Becky Houze (Lodge Farm), Charlie Le Boutillier
(Woodlands Farm), Tom Perchard (La Ferme), Paul Houze (Lodge Farm), Phillip Le
Maistre (Westlands Farm) and David Hambrook (Jersey Island Genetics).

The Society wishes to record special thanks to the Howard Davis
Farm Trustees, Peter Larsen and Seppo Niskanen of Viking Genetics
plus all the host farmers and their families, both in Denmark and
England.

Only viewable through a window due to high biosecurity requirements, is current
popular genomically proven Jersey bull VJ Hiwe. Hiwe has been used across a
number of island herds during 2017.

4. Are there any elements of what we saw implemented in
Denmark that you would consider appropriate for the
Society to incorporate into the Genetic Report due to be
published in 2018?

New Staff
We are delighted to welcome two
new members of staff into the Society
offices on a part time basis, Jane
Harvey and Rachelle Robinson.

Tom Perchard - I like the way the Danes have increased
production whilst still maintaining high levels of milk solids. I think
we also need to ensure we achieve this as yields increase in the
Island, particularly if we are going to look to export more surplus
heifers in the future. I consider the best way to achieve this is likely
by incorporating more Viking bulls within local breeding. I also like
the emphasis on health traits within the Viking system and think
this will become an increasingly important factor moving forward.
Daughter fertility is already becoming an issue in the US and we
need to be mindful of that as we start to push our cows harder.
With the JX (grading up from other breeds) issue in the US it begs
the question; as an Island should we be looking to align ourselves
more closely with the Danes? It's my view that this is inevitable now
and in terms of our pedigree purity requirements the decision of
whether we select US or Danish Bulls is pretty much going to be
taken out of our hands anyway if the Americans continue with JX.
So like it or not, we're going to be using much more Danish genetics
in the future!

Jane has joined the team responsible
for the Jersey Herd Management
System, formally called ‘dairy services’,
which includes the administration of
the Jersey Herd Book, Herd Recording,
Herd Health Scheme and Cattle
Movements. The team is headed by
David Hambrook and includes Jacey
Copple, Dave Cottrell and Sue Bisson.

Jane Harvey

Rachelle has replaced Louise Agnès as
Secretary of the Horticultural
Department. Rachelle is responsible
for all matters relating to the
administration of the Horticultural
Department including the programme
of shows and competitions, the FJ
Ahier Country Gardens, the real estate
and general administration.

Phil Le Maistre - The fact they all embrace the breeding
programme and genomics and have the same goal allows them to
move forward much quicker than we are able too. The model they
have of high production and high solids along with health traits is
where I think as an island we want to be going so as Tom had said
perhaps we should be looking to work closer with them. Add to

Rachelle Robinson
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Life at the
Showground
Events at the RJA&HS are continuing to grow year on year and
the Showground grows as Jerseys premiere events facility. In
2017, out of the 52 weeks we only had 9 weekends available
when the showground was not used for an event. Whether it’s
a children’s birthday party in the members room or a black-tie
event in the main hall the society has hosted it. The showground
has now become the largest source of funding for the Society
and revenues is up by over a third the last two years.

Unfortunately, we have hit a few stumbling blocks this year and
we have been unable to commission the marquee replacement.
We are continuing to work on the issues and hopefully we will
have the building operational very soon. Once the build is
complete it will enable us to open up the showground even
more and hold multiple event over the weekends. It will also
mean that we can continue to host all our regular clubs and
charities at the reduced rates.

Further investments that have been made this year are blackout
cloth for the roof which will save our clients’ money and assist
our contractors with event turnaround times of the main hall
and full LED lights throughout the showground. We decided to
replace all lighting with LED to save money and reduce our
carbon footprint
In 2017 we hosted two new clients at the showground. Tracey
Martinez of Famous Cow Productions and Zoe Hotton, now of
Durrell.
Tracey put together an evening with Kathrine Jenkins on the
20th May in conjunction with Jersey Hospice. The event was very
successful and raised well in excess of £60,000 on the evening
through a silent auction and raffle tickets.
Our chosen charity for 2017 was Durrell Wildlife Trust. Back in
2016, Zoe, came to the showground with a vision to host a
black-tie event and raise awareness for the endangered
Sumatran Orangutans. To give Durrell a helping hand it was
decided then that Durrell would be our chosen charity for 2017.
As the year rolled by Durrell were kindly donated special guests
for the evening ‘Take That’. The night was a huge success and
raised over £266,000 for the charity.
Dave Cottrell
Facilities Manage

‘Take That’ raise
the roof at the
Rainforest Ball
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The Jersey Inka Nziza Programme -

A Jersey for
Africa?
A chance discussion in 2004 between a Jersey resident and
Rwandan President Paul Kagame led to the RJA&HS being
involved in the supply of Jersey semen to that country, in line with
an extensive AI technician training programme overseen by a
retired Jersey technician that saw, between 2005 and 2009, some
300 technicians active across Rwanda, from a starting point of
just 19.

Fast forward to 2016 and following the largest ever single project
allocation by Jersey Overseas Aid the RJAHS is once again heavily
involved in supporting the developing dairy industry in this
fascinating country. Jersey Inka Nziza or Beautiful Jersey Cow is a
joint initiative involving our Society, the Rwandan Agricultural
Board (RAB) and Send a Cow Rwanda (SACR) with the RJA&HS
acting as lead partner.

A land of few natural resources and heavily reliant on subsistence
farming by local peoples using simple tools, Rwanda is some
10,169 sq miles in size and sits just south of the equator. Whilst
mountains dominate central and western areas the numerous
rolling hills across much of the country lead it to be known very
appropriately as ‘The Land of a Thousand Hills’. Experiencing a
temperate tropical highland climate, there are two rainy seasons
(March to April and October to November), but recent climate
change has seen a reduction in the number of wet days during
these two seasons, thereby reducing land productivity for the
farmers. 75% of the population farm and agriculture constitutes
33% of GDP (2014).

The programme seeks to work hand in hand with 2,000
households in each of the six (of 30) Rwanda districts in which
SACR are active, or looking at it another way, some 70,000
individuals will benefit directly with many thousands more also
benefitting through employment in support industries or, through
the general increase in volume of milk produced within country.

Following the horrors of
the 1994 genocide the
country found itself with
an
exceptionally
young
population, many thousands
of whom were orphans or
children of single parent
families, usually the mother.
By 2012 the population had
grown to 11.5 million but still
43% of that total were aged
15 or under. Conversely life
expectancy increased from 46
A group of Send a Cow beneficiary
farmers.
in 2000 to 60 by 2015 with
the Human Development Index, in part a measure of poverty,
improving alongside noticeable corresponding reductions in
poverty levels, though today 39% still live below the poverty line.
With education levels improving rapidly, there are still some 70%
of active farmers operating businesses having received no formal
education whatsoever, whilst 30% of family farmer principles are
female.

Nyanza district SACR beneficiaries at heifer passing on ceremony.

Whilst the RJAHS’s work will be tied to these same districts in
terms of enhanced support in general, our involvement focuses
on the supply of Jersey breed semen, training and equipping a
further cadre of AI technicians and assistance in rolling out a
national cattle ID programme, initialling using those animals of
Jersey type as the foundation for a ‘Jersey Herdbook’ which will
permit the monitoring of production capabilities, health and
fertility issues, all at a very simple level but in a way that has not
been achieved before.

It was in 2014 in South Africa that the WJCB conference focussed
on a series of presentations surrounding the role the Jersey breed
was playing in developing dairy industries around the continent.
A presentation by David Bragg, one of SW England’s ‘Founding
Farmers’ behind UK charity and NGO Send a Cow, can still best
be described as simply quite humbling, whilst Dr Julie Ojango
from the International Livestock Research Institute (ILRI), based in
Kenya, reported on substantive research that clearly identified that
from those breeds recognised by Africa as exotic, which in the
main is a reference to the European breeds, the red breeds were
preferable and in particular, primarily due to its smaller size and
ability to deal with heat and health challenges better, the Jersey
stood out as having other obvious advantages within that red
breed group.

Rwandan farmer and Jersey in Kola. Fed Napier grass cut by hand.

Continued >
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The firsthand experience of factors such as these has led the Rwanda
government to take the proactive decision to move their 1.2 million
cattle population towards one that is predominantly Jersey breed
based.

With funding approved for an initial two year programme, SACR are
also able to continue their exceptionally productive work within
Rwanda, focussing on the training of farmers and technicians
including peer farmers, community animal health workers and
farmers in sustainable agriculture and improved animal management
practices, including animal breeding and health.

Even within the breed we are all aware that the Jersey has expressed
an ability to adapt to management requirements that fit
environmental surroundings, whether that is Jerseys in large feedlot
systems in the USA, seasonal grazing systems in New Zealand or the
many subtly differing systems in between. So the question has to be
asked as to what Jersey is right for Rwanda, and therefore logically
for much of the rest of developing Africa too.

On the surface the concept seems simple; increase the percentage of
exotic blood in the indigenous cattle population and milk production
rises accordingly and in many ways this is the case. Our initial
involvement and RAB’s monitoring of results clearly showed that the
indigenous Ankole cow, crossed to a Jersey bull would see, on
average, an increase in daily production from just 2 to 10 litres. The
2nd cross to a Jersey saw daily yields increase further to 16-20 litres.
But running in parallel to this are many hurdles that need to be
overcome, some of which any of us wouldn’t even consider as
impediments, until that is, you visit the country for long enough to
get under its skin, experience its culture and see the same challenges
rolled out from village to cell to sector to district and eventually across
the country on a national basis.

I suspect it is not a brown Holstein; that will just bring with it many
of the same identified issues. I am increasingly aware any transition
to a higher level of Jersey genes must not be led by sires that carry
the JH1 embryonic loss haplotype. These smallholder farmers have
life challenging issues to consider on a regular basis, so trying to
manage matings that minimise this influence, compounded by the
need for a high fertility and conception product, begs the question
why bring this issue to the table in the first place, when it would be
easy not to do so. Whilst no doubt well meaning, AI company
donations and RAB instigated but independently tendered purchases
of Jersey semen since 2012 indicate that JH1C bulls in particular seem
to have been ‘off loaded’ into this environment. The same applies to
haplotype carrying bulls from other breeds too.

Smallholder farms are invariably a patchwork of small pockets of land,
sometimes even roadside verges, with some farms no larger than that
rough piece of unutilised land any UK dairy farmer has wedged
between his slurry store and cubicles. Their amazingly creative
vegetable gardens, seen in many SACR supported family’s
compounds, are hewn out of oft aluminium toxic soils that surround
their very basic dwelling, fertilised using the manure from the
household’s one cow.

Kept for much of their lives in the Kola environment the cows need
great legs and feet, not too straight or sickled and, hard black feet to
minimise hoof growth. Because they are all hand milked they certainly
do not need teats that are so short they are a problem to milk. For
the heat they must have a certain robustness about them, plus an
ability to lay down condition when feed is abundant and a confirmed
pregnancy requires it.

The concept of a smallholder farmer owning one cow has been led
for some years by the Rwandan government’s own Girinka
programme, which sees a family identified initially as needing support
to lift itself out of poverty and the dairy cow is seen as the tool
through which that process can commence. An enhanced version of
this programme is also offered through Send a Cow, whilst other
NGOs are also actors in this field.

Through the International Livestock Research Institute, supported in
the main by the Gates Foundation, work is currently under way on a
simple SNP to help identify the genetics behind cattle that seem to
thrive in these and other similar tropical conditions. I suspect that
research will tell us whatever the ideal tropical African dairy cow looks
like and in particular the smallholder farmer cow, it must contain at
least some indigenous genes to assist in combating health challenges.

Because of the extreme pressures on land the cow is invariably housed
in a Kola, a simplistic wooden pen constructed within the confines of
the compound and often within metres of the house, with a grass or
tin shade from both heat and rain and a compacted earth base,
though some do have stone or concrete floors in part. Water is carried
to the animal as is all feed, whilst all cows are hand milked.

Of one thing I am confident, there is increasing evidence to indicate
it will look and act much like a Jersey, even if it is not entirely Jersey.

The range and quality of fodder based feed is extensive, from cropped
tropical grass varieties, legume plants and trees, maize, both milled
maize grain and plant residue, to whatever can be cut by hand
alongside the dirt road verges. Hand harvested Napier grass is cut by
machete and then, in many cases, cut again into small 3 inch lengths
to aid consumption and digestion. Interestingly my visits identified
that farmers that had experience of both B&Ws and Jerseys invariably
commented that the Jerseys were far less fussy about what and how
they ate, with one farmer only chopping up Napier grass for their F2
Holstein cow whilst the pure Jersey standing beside it chewed its way
through metre long lengths as I watched, with the two cows eating
grass from the same plant.

Very recently we have committed to being involved in a similar project
in Malawi from 2018 and with other Countries being considered by
JOA, one thing is as certain as you can be when operating within the
challenges of developing Africa, that where science and experience
support the need for transition towards the brown cow, the RJA&HS,
directly or indirectly, will be playing its part in this process.

Both RAB and farmers alike are starting to realise that whilst the
Holstein, hard wired to produce 40 litres may seem a logical animal
to own and will be impressive to milk at the start of lactation, the
extra food it needs to maintain itself in this challenging environment,
the additional water required, invariably carried by hand or head from
some way off, to sustain a higher volume lower component milk
production, added to the additional challenges of heat detection in
a one cow environment, all lead to a cow that often quickly ends up
malnourished and a burden to the family. It has been identified that
one of the major opportunities for a family falling once again below
the poverty line is when they have to maintain a large framed dry
cow, sometimes for many months, due to not having been able to
get it back in calf. What to you and I would be a financial
inconvenience to your business’s bottom line can become a challenge
for family reserves and the survival of family members.

A pure Jersey heifer at Nyanza ceremony.

David Hambrook
General Manager - Jersey Island Genetics
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Book Review

Pioneers of the
Jersey Breed
If one follows the literary genre of science fiction, a popular theme
therein is the concept of “time travel” – visiting the future and then
returning to the present, or visiting the historic past, and returning to
the present with a greater knowledge and appreciation for the history
of the people & events that have shaped the present, in a specific
location and/or more broadly in society.

In broad historic context, perhaps no five-year period ranks as an
unforgettable collective memory for the Jersey breed and its committed
caretakers than the five-year (1940-1945) period of military occupation
during World War II. To assure comprehensive coverage within broader
historic context, this section of the book draws heavily upon an
academic-based historian, in addition to citing the detailed records of
the Jersey Herd Book Committee.

Although not formally presented as historic “time travel”, the latest
published work by Derrick Frigot MBE – Pioneers of the Jersey Breed –
might properly be described as such a journey for the reader. Derrick’s
many admirers within the global Jersey community have long been
uncertain of his actual age – based on his obvious familiarity with the
key animals, their breeders and significant events that shaped the Jersey
breed a century ago – and this book may deepen that confusion (in
the most respectful context).

Periodically throughout the book, the author effectively summarizes
blocks of time and the breeders within those specified times who have
significantly driven the forward momentum of the breed by their
respective in-herd mating decisions to produce each bovine generation
of impact sires. Of particular interest is the summary presented under
the section for 1959, highlighting the “studmaster” herds that had
provided the iconic bulls for breed improvement during the previous
three decades – 1930’s, 1940’s and 1950’s – while also introducing
the emerging generation of younger (in that era, looking ahead)
breeders for the future.

Conceived and developed as a comprehensive history of the evolution
of the Jersey breed in its native home, within the guiding framework
of the Jersey Herd Book (launched in 1866) – the first and most
enduring example of such ground-breaking leadership in the global
livestock records business – this thoroughly-researched narrative
provides exceptional historic context by opening with specific reference
to events in May 1790 and carrying the discussion into the present era.
From that early beginning, the reader’s fast-paced journey moves
forward through the several key activities (and the people who were
the major players in those activities) that led up to the formation of the
Royal Jersey Agricultural & Horticultural Society in 1833. We also learn
that within a year of its formation, the Society scheduled its first public
cattle show, necessitating the development of a “Scale of Points” for
evaluating animals objectively. From the outset, in addition to active
breeders, individuals who were active in the role of buyers for the fastdeveloping export market (in England and elsewhere) provided input
in the evolution of the Scale of Points, to assure that the traits sought
by potential buyers were formally evaluated in this process.

Coverage of breeding strategies and on-going activities is more
comprehensively documented since the mid-1970’s, working with the
extensive digitally-preserved records and photographs that are
available, effectively providing clear coverage of the impact herds and
committed breeders of the 21st century. The 2008 decision by the
States of Jersey government, amending the ban on breeding stock
importation that had been in place for over three centuries, provided
proper coverage, followed by reports of the significant impact that
“bringing home” the effectively-developed (from breeding stock
exported in earlier years) pedigreed Jersey genetics, to further enhance
the on-going development of the breed in its historic homeland.
For those whose personal journey with the Jersey breed has begun
relatively recently, this book provides a condensed and comprehensive
journey through historic time, facilitating a greater understanding of
how the Jersey cow of today arrived at her significant ranking within
the international dairy industry. Jersey enthusiasts possessing a longer
time perspective will surely find much to stimulate their personal
memories, placed within a broader historic context. For both categories
of readers, the forward-looking enthusiasm of current breeders – for
the future development of their herds – is perhaps the most
encouraging aspect of this very special book.

Although the decision-making process leading to the launch of the
Jersey Herd Book is methodically presented in legal context, including
direct quotes from the recorded minutes of the relevant meetings, one
also gains a feel for the human interactions that are the background
for these activities, achieved by the author’s expertise in opening a
“viewing window” into the operation of the farms and other business
activities of these early leaders. From its inception, the Jersey Herd Book
provided a respected information-recording system that potential
buyers could trust in selecting animals that met their expectations.
The overall format of this exceptional book is a “chronology” of
significant events for each year, including the birth of cows and bulls
who became the acknowledged “genetic giants” of the breed.
Interwoven in this “tapestry” one also finds the human family stories
of the key breeders and organizational leaders from each time period.
Narratively, we learn of family histories, such as that of John Gallichan
Buesnel, who developed the “Finance” and “Interest” cow families in
his herd at Hambie Farm, supporting a large family (eight children with
his first wife, fifteen children with his second wife, whom he married
after the death of his first wife). In his role as a breeder, exporter and
leader of the RJA&HS, we find John A. Perree mentioned on over two
dozen pages in the book, covering a lengthy span of years. Successive
generations of well-respected leaders are given detailed individual
coverage, tracing their lengthy tenure in key roles that have moved the
breed forward, in its native home and internationally.

In October 2017, World Dairy Expo (the global dairy event held each
year in Madison, Wisconsin USA) recognized Derrick Frigot in their
annual Recognition Awards as their 2017 International Person of the
Year, with his nomination materials identifying him as a World
Ambassador for the Jersey Breed. The publication of Pioneers of the
Jersey Breed documents his on-going effectiveness in that role, and
provides an opportunity for the entire world-wide Jersey “family” to
celebrate both the breed and his numerous leadership roles in its
ongoing development.
Going to press as the year 2017 winds down, there is likely no better
way to enhance one’s personal Jersey reference library for the New Year
of 2018 than to reserve your copy of this book, and possibly additional
copies as unique gifts for your Jersey friends.
By an international Jersey enthusiast
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Society
News
The target for the completion of this report is 31st May 2018
although it is likely to be completed much sooner.

The
Agricultural
General
Committee commissioned two
reports examining the state of
the Jersey dairy herd in the
island of Jersey in 2018. The
significance of this date is that
it is ten years after the Sates of
Jersey
permitted
the
importation of pedigree Jersey
bull semen.

The second report has a working title of “The Island Jersey - a
breeding plan 2018 to 2028”. The scope is to establish a genetic
plan for the Jersey herd in the Island of Jersey, in consultation
with key stakeholders, with targets to be achieved by 2028. This
should include reference to:
• The current state of the dairy herd and its development in
recent years.
• The requirements of Jersey Dairy in terms of supplying milk
that meets their current and future market needs.
• The use of new technologies in assessing and breeding cattle.
• The aspirations of local cattle breeders in terms of herd
development.
• Consideration of the ‘uniqueness’ of the island herd as a point
of differentiation.
• The opportunities for sales of pedigree stock.
• The opinion of interested parties outside the dairy industry;
e.g. the States of Jersey and the public of Jersey.

The first report has a working
title of “Importation +10:
Ten years of breeding to
international pedigree Jersey
bulls.” The scope is to assess
M Bichard
the impacts on the Jersey dairy
herd on the Island of Jersey of importing pedigree Jersey bull
semen in 2008. Specifically, but not exclusively, determine:
• The pattern and degree of uptake of imported semen.
• Changes in milk productivity both in terms of milk yield and
composition.
• Changes in conformation both in terms of linear type traits
and classification.
• Changes in health and fitness traits.
• Opinion of relevant interested parties both inside and outside
the dairy industry.

The target for completion of this report is 31st August 2018.
The Committee is delighted that Dr Maurice Bichard will be
undertaking both reports with assistance from the office team
and in particular David Hambrook.
We are very grateful to the Howard Davis Farm Trust for their
support in commissioning these reports.

Keep Jersey
Farming
The ‘Keep Jersey Farming’ campaign, run by the Jersey Evening
Post, has been a highly successful collaboration between the JEP,
RJA&HS, Jersey Farmers’ Union and Genuine Jersey. Whether
through the regular double page spread of the ‘Countryside
Pages’ in the newspaper, the car stickers & banners sponsored
by the Jersey Co-op, or the specific campaigns to support
daffodils & sprouts - the campaign has received considerable
support from the public. And no one will forget the calendar
featuring better looking members of the industry barely
concealing their modesty!
Particular thanks must be recorded to Paula Thelwell for her
excellent reporting, and JEP Editor Andy Sibcy for his support.
To end the campaign it was thought appropriate to produce this
‘info graphic’ focussing on the value of our industry to the
island. With the forthcoming elections to the States of Jersey
perhaps this might stimulate some debate and recognition of
the importance of agriculture to Jersey.
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Report of the Society Council 2017
The Council has overall responsibility for the policy of the Society
and co-ordination of the work of the two departments. This
includes membership and the RJA&HS Trust Fund, and in addition
specific responsibility for finances, employment and real estate.

lighting trusses has also been undertaken and it is anticipated that
a more complete and professional offering for event organisers will
be developed in conjunction with our key partners. This will bring
in additional income from the Showground.

New Vice Patrons:

The exceptionally wet autumn has resulted in considerable damage
to the grass areas of the Showground and the Council has sought
proposals from ground work companies to provide additional
drainage.

The Council was delighted that the Lieutenant Governor of Jersey,
Air Chief Marshal Sir Stephen Dalton, and Dean of Jersey, Reverend
Mike Keirle, both accepted the position of Vice Patron of the Society
on the retirement of their predecessors.

Representation and promotion of local produce:
The Society provides standing representation on a range of forums,
including the World Jersey Cattle Bureau, the European Jersey
Forum and Action for Cleaner Water. In addition the Society
contributes consultation responses to a variety of requests from the
States of Jersey. Where these are related to the farming industry
they are often conducted in liaison or jointly with the Jersey Milk
Marketing Board and the Jersey Farmers Union. The Society is also
fully engaged with a new consultation process established by the
States of Jersey relating to ‘Brexit’ and the affects this may have on
the agricultural industry.

Future Strategy:
The Council embarked on a process to develop a new strategy for
the Society, details of the work to date appears elsewhere in this
report.

Finance:
Further progress has been made in achieving the objective set by
Council to run the activities of the Society on an annual balanced
budget, and this would have been achieved in 2017, however the
overall deficit during the year was less than the additional expense
incurred as a result of the delay in commissioning the new building.
Details of the finances are elaborated on in the Treasurers report.
It is particularly pleasing to report that in producing the recently
published book celebrating 150 years of the Jersey Herd Book,
entitled ‘Pioneers of the Jersey Breed’, some 29 subscribers
supported the publication. These included many local and overseas
corporate, cattle breeders and Society members. It also included
the three remaining Jersey herds in the USA established prior to
1900. This excellent result meant that the target for sponsorship
was exceeded by 50% with net proceeds being donated to the
RJA&HS Trust Fund. Thank you to all the subscribers for their
support and to the author Derrick Frigot MBE for this excellent
publication.

Membership Report:
In 2006 the Society introduced the single membership structure
prior to which the two Departments had separate memberships.
At the Annual General Meeting held on 19th March 2008 it was
agreed to introduce a new category of membership for married
couples to be called Joint Membership and was effective from 1st
January 2009.
Memberships

‘17 ‘16 ‘15 ‘14 ‘13 ‘12 ‘11 ‘10 ‘09 ‘08 ‘07 ‘06

Honorary Life Members 8
6
6
5
5
5
4
3
3
3
2 2
Full Members
(inc Life & Patrons)
286 277 327 352 375 385 427 452 464 666 573 526

Employment:
During the year the Society re-launched the breed development
programme in Rwanda, supported by Jersey Overseas Aid, with
David Hambrook taking responsibility for this important work. It
was necessary bring in some additional resource to support David
in the cattle administration section and Jane Harvey joined the team
on a part time basis. Louise Agnès left her role as Horticultural
Secretary to concentrate of developing the farm business with her
husband Laurence. A recruitment process resulted in five very
competent applicants for the position and at the end of the year
Rachelle Robinson was appointed to the role.

Joint Members (x2)

197 199 242 282 282 300 326 350 324

Junior Members

25

Total

516 507 600 669 697 729 805 867 847 733 633 582

25

25

30

35

39

48

62

56

64

-

-

58 54

The Council is saddened to note the passing of Mr Brian Ashplant
during the year.

Honorary Life Members:
Honorary Life Membership is the highest honour the Society can
bestow on an individual in recognition of outstanding service or
achievement. Recipients of the modern award are:
1996 Sir Peter Crill

2008 John L Feuvre

2013 Derrick Frigot MBE

Real Estate:

1999 Francis Le Ruez

2010 Anne Perchard MBE

2014 Max de la Haye

Construction of the new hall built to replace the permanent
marquee has occupied much of Council’s time during the year.
Construction of an agricultural building, for which planning
approval had been received, commenced in January and was
completed in March. During the fit out stage, however, the Society
was asked to submit a retrospective application for Bye-law
approval. This resulted in a complex procedure requiring a
structural engineer’s review of the design, and due to multiple
parties involved, took longer than anticipated. This has now been
completed and Bye-law approval is expected shortly. The delay in
commissioning the new building impacted significantly on Society
finances during the year. It has also been agreed to undertake a
similar process for the storage units.

2001 Jack Rondel

2011 John Hidrio

2015 Charles Le Cornu

2005 Ernest Le Conte

2012 Muriel Le Gresley

2017 Collette Bisson

RJA&HS Trust Fund:
The Trustees met in November 2017 and approved some interim
amendments to the operating terms of the RJA&HS Trust Fund
which are:
• Aims: To provide individuals with an opportunity to achieve
personal development through travel or study in agriculture and
horticulture.
• Application: To the offices of the RJA&HS on the appropriate
form for award during that calendar year.
• Frequency: Awarded annually to the applicant(s) who can best
demonstrate that the award will bring the most benefit to them
in developing their career within the agricultural & horticultural
industries.
• Eligibility: People ordinarily resident in the Island of Jersey with
a preference for youth.

A significant investment has been undertaken in the building during
the year with the replacement of halogen and sodium lights with
LED units. This will result in lower running costs and produces a
better quality light. Additional investment in black out lining and

Continued >
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Previous recipients have been; Great Ormond Street Hospital, ST
Thomas’ Church Restoration Appeal, Dr. Hezron Mc’Obewa AIDS
Charity in Kenya, Jersey Scouts Association, Jersey Hospice, Guide
Dogs for the Blind, Multiple Sclerosis Society of Jersey, MIND Jersey,
Parkinson’s Jersey, Jersey Round Table, Friends of SCBU (Special Care
Baby Unit)

• Conditions: The Trustees may attach conditions to the award,
e.g. that the recipient should write an account of their findings
or make a presentation on their travels.
The fund stands at some £115,350.

Charity work:
The charity adopted for the year 2017 was the Durrell Wildlife
Conservation Trust for which the adopted charity received a
weekend’s usage of the Showground at no cost for a fund raising
activity, which took the form of the Rainforest Ball with a
performance by the band Take That. Charities wishing to apply for
this opportunity should contact the office.

Thank you:
Finally the President was delighted to welcome some forty members
who serve on Society committees, help out at shows or give their
time in other voluntary roles to his annual reception held on 13th
December.
James Godfrey
Chief Executive & Secretary

Treasurers’ Report
Overheads have been controlled well with just a 6.5% increase
despite a £10k increase in employment costs due to having to
add extra manpower resources to help with the transition
towards bringing on board the two main Africa projects.

Despite a few setbacks during the year, the financial results for
the year ending 31st December 2017 keep us on track towards
meeting the objective set by Council, which is for the Society to
fund ongoing operations from revenue without relying on
capital growth of investments. Full accounts for the Society can
be found on the web site, but we would like to summarise the
main points in this report.

Profit & Loss Comparison
Income

The year was dominated by the building of the marquee
replacement, and I look forward to its completion and
commissioning in the very near future, which will not only
provide a valuable space for us and our clients to use, but will
also give us a vital income stream moving forward. The
combined facility will make us truly the Island’s premier location
for large indoor and outdoor events, and something that the
whole membership can be justly proud of.

2016

542,012

370,389

Real Estate

210.283

206,581

Herd Book

28,328

39,146

9,839

18,839

Investment Net Gains

68,756

52,039

Shows & Events

24,787

23,409

Members Subscriptions

10,856

12,209

Misc & Merchandise

20,120

9,313

Total Income

914,981

731,925

JIG Trading

505,079

341,132

Real Estate

110,784

77,099

Shows & Events

41,156

55,615

Herd Book

20,299

16,085

Breed Improvement

2,931

3,072

Merchandise & PR

1,453

2,451

743

44,452

682,445

539,906

122,412

112,510

95,072

98,726

Investment Income

As eluded to in the main Society report, the delay in
commissioning the new building has resulted in additional
unforeseen expenses, and without this we would surely have
seen a balanced set of accounts for the first time in many years.

Operating Expenses

The Ashburton investment fund remains fully invested with good
performance (c. 5%), and we now have a greater percentage of
our overall assets invested in our own real estate from which we
can gain a very healthy and increasing return in the future.

Herd Book Celebrations
Total Operating Expenses

Balance Sheet Comparison
Fixed Assets

2017

JIG Trading

Overheads

2017

2016

Tangible Assets

3,132.447

2,573,953

General Overheads

Investments

1,249,908

1,175,030

Finance

Total Fixed Assets

4,382,355

3,748,983

Depreciation

Current Assets / Stock

23,509

34,192

Total Overheads

268,670

252,087

Debtors & Prepayments

92,982

73,304

Total Surplus / (Deficit)

(36,134)

(60,068)

Cash at Bank

208,672

828,686

Total Current Assets

325,163

936,182

Creditors

280,631

222,144

4,426,887

4,463,021

Net Assets

Employment

9,282

9,350

41,904

31,501

For 2018, and with the completion of the marquee replacement
and consequential increasing of revenues from our real estate,
the Council is confident of reaching a breakeven point in overall
cash terms over the next twelve months or so.

2017 was an exceptional year in that the Society embarked on
a couple of longer term Africa projects in Rwanda and Malawi
(funded by Jersey Overseas Aid), and so the overall Income and
Operating Expenses are skewed due to this, making them much
more difficult to compare to 2016. These figures will become a
consistent part of the accounts over the coming years, and the
overall benefit of raising the profile of the Society is immense as
we become recognised as a major international player with the
aim of helping eradicate poverty in developing countries through
the Jersey cow.

In conclusion, we would like to thank all the staff for their hard
work and total commitment over the year; they are really a
superb team, all pulling together in the same direction to not
only improving our financial position, but also helping to raise
our profile both locally and internationally. In particular we
would like to thank James who assists us tremendously with the
financial management of the Society.
Stephen Le Feuvre (Agriculture)
Alan Le Troquer (Horticulture)
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General Report of the Agricultural Department
bulls. With science playing an increasingly important role in the
selection of animals with the most desirable production and type
traits, the polled gene is now also increasing in popularity.

The Agricultural General Committee is responsible for a variety
of important functions within the Society, which are detailed in
this annual report, key areas of responsibility include:
• Administration of the Jersey Herd Book.
• The initiation and maintenance of programmes to support the
development and improvement of the Jersey breed.
• Awarding of prizes for the annual competitions and staging
the island cattle shows.
• Representation of the farming industry.
• Management of the Royal Jersey Showground.
• Assistance with the promotion of local produce and
development of business opportunities within the agricultural
industry.

Sire usage
Year

2003 - 08
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

The Jersey Herd Book:
Table 1, below, sets out the transactions reported through the
Jersey Herd Book for the calendar year 2017:
Year

Pedigree
Jersey Bulls
Registered

Pedigree
Jersey
Heifers
Registered

Bulls
Licensed

2017
2016
2015
2014
2013

25
23
30
26
35

681
767
835
838
818

14
18
19
24
23

16
20
30
18
28

119
164
161
152
135
121

36
38
25
30
24
25

884
818
838
835
767
681

7.5
5.0
5.2
5.5
5.7
5.6

16
23
25
27
22
16

26.0
20.5
21.0
16.2
21.1
24.8

The number of bulls siring 2017 registered pedigree Jersey calves
dropped yet again and the percentage of heifers registered to
the 5 most popular bulls increases, nearly back to pre-2008
importation of genetics levels. The five most popular bulls (and
daughters registered to them) being:

Cows
Jersey Beef Jersey X
Linear
Animals
Beef
Assessed/ Registered Animals
Classified
Registered
904
808
760
860
1,238

Number of Number of Number of Average Number of % females
bulls siring
males
females
number of bulls siring
from 5
progeny registered registered females per 50% of
most
bull used
female
popular
progeny
bulls

164
183
160
163
177

1. Gabys TBone Branson – 58 (USA)
2. VJ Rodme – 34 (Denmark)
3. River Valley Cece Chrome ET – 29 (USA)
4. Dutch Hollow Oliver-P – 28 (USA)
5. Guimo Joel CJCC – 20 (Canada)

The number of male Jersey and cross bred registrations reflect
the average of recent years; however Jersey heifer registrations
are down 18% (150 head) on the three year ‘13 to ’15 average.
It is believed that a number of factors have influenced this,
namely the four herds known to be exiting from the industry in
2018 and 2019, have all reduced or ceased rearing replacement
heifers, whilst having to be reactive, rather than proactive, in
determining export opportunities discourages the retention of
known surplus heifers.

Whilst the local dairy industry maintains the ability to process
and store locally collected bull semen from any of our herds, the
laboratory facilities were not required during 2017 apart from
one day when we sample tested collections from 8 bulls that
were being considered for semen processing in the UK, as part
of the Society’s commitment to the Jersey Overseas Aid project
in Rwanda. The project required the supply of 100,000 units of
Jersey breed semen from the Island during 2017 and whilst not
all has yet been delivered to Rwanda the team of bulls, donated
by A Le Gallais (2), J F Le Feuvre (2), C R Lee, R H T Smith, Miss
V E Huelin and P M Houzé, performed exceptionally well, with
a surplus of semen stocks returning to the island for use by
farmers here. Two of the 8 were also collected for a 2nd JOA
project that the Society is involved in and which commenced in
November 2017. The Malawi project, in particular is focusing
on a smaller cow, which they believe will better suit the
smallholder farming systems in that country. The Rwanda project
is explained elsewhere in this annual report.

The two HUK classification visits, in April and September, totalled
some 904 individual animals appraised, of which 590 were 1st
lactation heifers in milk.
The number of bulls registered only refers to bulls born in Jersey
and includes both those of indigenous breeding as well as those
with some international genetics in their pedigree.

Breed Development:
For the second year the most popular sire of Jersey female
registrations is the USA bull Gabys TBone Branson, with 58
daughters or, 8.5% of females registered. With semen no longer
available his impact will now wane. Of additional note this year
is the increasing use of genomically proven young sires. The next
four most popular sires of daughters have all been used on the
initial strength of their genomic proof, though Guimo Joel CJCC
has had daughters milking in Jersey for 2-3 years, so is being
used once again as what the industry refers to as a daughter
proven sire. Dutch Hollow Oliver-P*, River Valley Cece Chrome
ET and VJ Rodme have all been used heavily on a global basis
and whilst only Oliver-P has milking progeny in Jersey all three
bulls will be considered as daughter proven on their international
proofs. * The P suffix on Dutch Hollow Oliver-P’s name indicates
he carries the polled gene. This trait is one that is securing
increasing importance globally as farmers seek to remove the
need to dehorn calves at a young age. Whilst the Jersey breed
has always had a few polled animals in the population these
have not always, for other reasons connected to productivity or
general conformation, found favour as those from which Jersey
populations chose to focus on to breed the next generation of

Source of sires
Females
registered

Year Number of Number of Average Number of % females % females
females bulls siring number of bulls siring from most from 5
females
registered females
50% of
popular
most
per bull
female
bulls
popular
used
progeny
bulls

2011
2012
2013
Sired by
International 2014
bulls
2015
2016
2017
2011
2012
2013
Sired by
locally born 2014
bulls
2015
2016
2017

569
468
495
576
578
516
501
302
384
323
262
257
251
180

60
67
82
83
92
79
79
84
98
82
78
60
56
39

9.5
7.0
6.0
6.9
6.3
6.5
6.3
3.6
3.9
3.9
3.4
4.3
4.5
4.6

8
9
11
12
16
12
10
15
16
16
20
10
9
8

13.7
7.5
10.1
5.8
6.2
11.0
11.2
5.0
7.8
7.7
4.6
9.3
8.0
9.4

42.5
32.9
32.7
21.0
23.2
31.6
33.7
22.5
26.0
25.0
17.9
31.5
33.8
35.0

Continued >
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Agricultural Department Trophies:

Year Number of Number of Number Average
females
males
of bulls number of
registered registered siring all progeny
progeny per bull

Females registered from
locally born sires

2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

Sired by bulls with no
international bloodlines
in pedigree

Sired by bulls with
international bloodlines
in pedigree

150
140
97
76
54
173
122
160
175
126

12
7
4
5
1
1
1
1
2
4

51
46
34
25
11
31
32
26
31
30

The Department held two cattle shows in the year, the Spring &
Autumn Island Shows, held as part of the Society Spring &
Autumn Fairs respectively and a summary of the main results of
these can be found later in this report. The RJA&HS awards four
‘points’ trophies annually which reflect the success of
competitors in these shows during the year:

3.2
3.0
2.9
3.2
4.9
5.6
3.8
6.2
5.7
4.2

Final Mammary Legs & Dairy
Body
No.
Score
Feet Strength Conformation Inspections

UK
Denmark
Australia
J. Island*
N. America
Combined groups
International
J. Island*

80
79
84
78
80

79
79
83
77
80

80
80
84
79
82

81
80
84
79
81

80
80
85
79
81

25 (4.5%)
82 (14%)
3 (0.5%)
201 (34%)
279 (47%)

80
78

80
77

80
79

81
79

81
79

389
201

Fat
%

Fat
Kg

Prot.
%

Prot.
%

Senior
Champion

Imagine Iatola
Christina

Imagine
Jerseys

8,858

5.38

476

3.90

345

Reserve

Ansom Prima
Melba

La Ferme Ltd 8,066

6.22

502

3.86

311

Junior
Champion

Ansom Allstar
Sybil

La Ferme Ltd 7,805

5.89

459

3.83

299

Reserve

Ansom Legal
Showsybil

La Ferme Ltd 7,762

5.52

429

3.99

310

Junior
Members
Champion

No qualifying
entries

Awarded to the sire whose sons and Gabys TBone Branson ET daughters attain the highest number Winner (Bred by H Gaby,
of points over the two Island Shows USA)

Pioneer Trophy

Awarded to the sire whose group of
five daughters attain the most points
for production from qualifying
lactations in the recording year

SC Gold Dust Paramount
Iatola ET
(Bred by SC Gold Dust
Syndicate, USA)

No. No.
Qual Non
Lacts Qual
Lact

Name

%
Non
Qual

Milk
KG

BF
%

Ptn
%

Calving Kgs
Index BF+Ptn

1

La Ferme Ltd

206

14

7

6,912 5.57

3.68

369

640

2

Lodge Farm

186

18

10

6,413 5.70

3.59

388

595

3

R Le B Ltd

200

44

22

6,242 5.43

3.62

378

565

4

Trinity Manor Farm

158

6

4

6,279 5.19

3.76

412

562

5

Chalet Jerseys

138

33

19

5,588 5.53

3.76

422

519

6

J F Le Feuvre

105

19

18

5,883 5.00

3.81

427

518

7

Master Farms

186

27

15

5,784 5.12

3.72

415

511

8

Classic Herd

49

19

39

5,558 5.00

4.03

388

502

9

Cowley Farm

188

8

4

5,389 5.40

3.77

418

494

10

Freedom Farm

77

9

12

5,391 5.21

3.81

447

486

Cattle Report:
YEAR

The awards for 2017 were therefore completed between
01/10/15 and 30/09/16.
Milk
Kg

Miss Olivia Perchard Reserve

Premier Sires
Championship Cup

Rank

The Agricultural Department of the RJA&HS presents annual
awards and trophies to individual cows for their production and
all milking cattle are eligible for automatic entry based on their
milk recorded performance. The conditions of these awards
relate to their qualifying lactation which includes:
• The butterfat and protein production must be at a minimum
of 5.00% and 3.75% respectively.
• The animal must calve again within fourteen months of
commencing the competing lactation.
• The lactation must be for 305 days or less and completed
during the Milk Recording Year, which runs from 1st October
to the following September 30th.

Owned by

Miss Isabelle HeffordMcCutcheon - Winner

The herd recording programme is managed by Jersey Island
Genetics Ltd with the data management being contracted to the
Cattle Information Service (CIS). The top ten herds ranked on
kilograms of Fat and Protein for the 2016/2017 milk recording
year are set out below.

Champion Producers:

Name

P M Houze - Reserve

Herd Recording:

For the first time progeny of an Australian Herd book registered
Jersey bull were born in Jersey. The genetics behind this bull,
Riverside Excitement AJB are however exclusively USA derived.
Only a single small shipment was imported so his influence will
be very minimal. Unfortunately very few of the Australasian
Jerseys meet the Society’s current Herd Book rule commitments
on pedigree status, as there are many top quality cattle in both
Australia and New Zealand with similar grass based feeding
systems.

Title

Winners & Reserve
La Ferme Ltd - Winner

Carol Ann de Gruchy Awarded to the most successful
Memorial Trophy
exhibitor in the Junior Section
during the year based on a system
of points awarded at the Spring
and Autumn cattle shows

2017 1st lactation inspections, type analysis:( *Jersey Island sires in this context are predominantly those with
100% and 50% Jersey Island bloodlines, born in the Island)
Sire source

Criteria

Trophy

Exhibitors Perpetual Awarded to the most successful
Championship Cup exhibitor during the year based on
a system of points awarded at the
Spring and Autumn cattle shows

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

2012

United Kingdom

8

149

110

48

87

15

65

Northern Ireland

-

-

-

-

3

13

-

France

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Total FEMALES

-

148

109

48

90

27

63

Total MALES

8

1

1

-

-

1

2

Overall TOTAL

8

149

110

48

90

28

65

Whilst there was some interest from prospective UK based cattle
purchasers the only animals to be exported, were the 8 bulls
shipped to the UK Sire Services semen collection centre in Devon,
for the Society’s work in connection with the Jersey Overseas Aid
programmes. There were a number of expressions of interest in
buying stock from prospective UK purchasers, but trying to link
purchasers with vendors in terms of both the numbers and
management parameters of stock required failed to knit this
year. Early in the year Kite Consultancy, a UK based dairy
consultancy employed by a number of herds, through Jersey
Dairy, released costings details for some of the island’s herds
relating to the expense of rearing Jersey heifers to calving. Whilst
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the financial implications for each farm reviewed varied
considerably it clearly demonstrated that for most Island farm
businesses it was likely that it was costing some £1,500+ per
head to rear a female Jersey to two years of age. This process
may have also led some farms to reconsider how and how many
heifers they rear per annum, as well as better determining the
return an animal needs to generate, obviously higher than the
cost of rearing, if intentionally reared for export to that age
bracket.

Spring Show summary & results
Judge for both the cow and heifer classes, which were held over
the weekend of June 10th and 11th, was Mr Duncan Hunter,
Breed Manager of the Ayrshire Cattle Society of Great Britain &
Ireland.

Cattle Health Scheme:
Jersey Island Genetics Ltd continues to oversee the management
of the island wide cattle health scheme. The programme
continues to screen the island herd for three important cattle
diseases which have a serious impact on animal health and
productivity elsewhere. A fourth ailment, Johnes Disease is
monitored by testing all milking cows at least once a year, using
the samples sent to the UK on a monthly basis for the Herd
Recording programme. It is known that the very high health
status the island herd enjoys is a key element in enhancing Jersey
Dairy’s export market potential.

Cow classes

Animal

Sire

Exhibitor *

Heifers in Milk

Ansom On Time Samsybil

Lencrest On Time ET

La Ferme Ltd

3yr Old Cows

Prides Action True Sybil

Forest Glen Avery Action ET P F Le Maistre
(Bred by P M Houze)

Young Cows

Prides Reagan Sadie

Rapid Bay Reagan ET

P M Houze

Mature Cows

Ansom May Anemone

DJ May

La Ferme Ltd

Grand Champion

Prides Action True Sybil

Forest Glen Avery Action ET P F Le Maistre
(Bred by P M Houze)

Res Grand Champion

Prides Reagan Sadie

Rapid Bay Reagan ET

Champion Best Udder Prides Action True Sybil

P M Houze

Forest Glen Avery Action ET P F Le Maistre

(Bred by P M Houze)
Ex Bred Champion

Prides Reagan Sadie

Jnr Member Champion Clover Tequila Pixie

Rapid Bay Reagan ET

P M Houze

Tower Vue Prime Tequila ET Miss Isabelle
Hefford-McCutcheon
(Bred by Clover Jerseys)

Starting the day’s judging were 15 entries forward for the Heifer
in Milk class. Competing for the H G Shepard Memorial Trophy,
the winner was an entry from La Ferme Ltd, St Martin, in Ansom
On Time Samsybil (Sire: Lencrest On Time ET CJCC), this cow also
placed 1ST Best Udder. The 2nd class of the morning, for 3Yr
old cows in milk, was led by the 2016 high seller at the Jersey
Jewels 150th Herd book Anniversary sale. Now owned by P F Le
Maistre, Prides Action True Sybil looked in impressive form with
many top animals in the line up. Sybil (Sired by Forest Glen Avery
Action ET) had been Island champion the previous October. The
following class, for Young Cows (4-6yrs) was won by another
Lodge Farm bred animal, Prides Reagan Sadie (Sire: Rapid Bay
Reagan ET). A previous Island Supreme Champion, Ansom May
Anemone (Sire: DJ May), stood at the head of the 9 strong
Mature Cow class for La Ferme Ltd.
From the four class winners, all of which were led out for the
Grand Championship classes Duncan Hunter found his Supreme
Champion in Prides Action True Sybil, which also took Champion
Best Udder, with Prides Reagan Sadie in reserve. Sadie held the
Exhibitor Bred Championship Eagle Challenge Trophy & Sash.
Ansom May Anemone was reserve for both Best Udder and
Exhibitor Bred awards.

Society Junior Member & Cattle Show enthusiast Callum Blair.

Cattle Shows:
The Agricultural Department arranged two cattle shows in the
year, each as part of the wider Society Spring and Autumn
shows.

June Show Grand Champion, Prides Action True Sybil bred by P M Houze and
owned by Phillip Le Maistre, Westlands, St Brelade. (Sire: Forest Glen Avery
Action ET).
June show photograph by Lucinda Morgan Photography.

The Herd Group class of three homebred animals was won by
La Ferme Ltd with the Houze family’s Lodge Farm group in
reserve. Extensively used USA sire Forest Glen Avery Action ET
once again took the impressive Peer Perpetual Challenge Cup for
the Senior Progeny group of three daughters.

The Bailiff, Sir William Bailhache, presenting the Grand Championship Award to
Phillip Le Maistre and Steve Le Feuvre.

Continued >
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Miss Isabelle Hefford-McCutcheon took both Heifer and In-Milk
Junior member championships with her animals Clover Tequila
Charleen (Sire: Tower Vue Prime Tequila ET) and Clover GTB
Bloomsbury (Sire: Gabys TBone Branson) respectively.

Autumn Show summary & results
Mrs Izzy Laird (Fourcrosses Jerseys, UK) officiated at the Society’s
Autumn Cattle Show in October. The first group of animals to
enter the show ring on Saturday 8th October were the entries
forward for the Heifer in Milk class, for animals under 30mths
of age at the date of exhibition. Class winner in this age category
for the second time this year was La Ferme Ltd’s Ansom On Time
Samsybil (Sire: Lencrest On Time ET). Ansom herd animals stood
in the top three places in this tightly placed class.
Competing in the 3 Year Old cow class and winner of the J H N
Roberts Memorial Cup for inspection was last year’s Autumn
Show winning heifer in milk, Westlands May Hurel Girl (Sire: DJ
May), owned by St Brelade herd owner P F Le Maistre. This
animal also placed first Best Uddered Exhibit.
In the Junior In-Milk and Junior Best Uddered Championship
classes, The winning Heifer in Milk exhibit placed over the 3 Year
Old cow in both cases but this was to change later in the show.
The Young Cow class, for animals between 4 and 6 years of age
at date of exhibition, was won by Itaskas Fillpail Actress, who
had a number of previous Society shows class winners standing
just below her in the top 5 line-up. Actress also placed 1st Best
Uddered Exhibit with herd mate and 3rd placed animal overall,
Elite Action Noblesse, additionally placing 2nd in the Best Udder
award.

June Show Cattle Judge Mr Duncan Hunter (UK), with winner of the Junior
Member Best Handler award, Miss Eden Hicks.
Heifer classes

Animal

Sire

Exhibitor *

Under 12months

Les Goues Oliver Lass

Dutch Hollow Oliver P ET

P F Le Maistre
(Bred by J E Le Maistre)

12- under 18 Months

Prides Branson Daybreak Gabys TBone Branson ET

P M Houze

18- under 27 Months

Prides Branson Syblette

Gabys TBone Branson ET

P M Houze

Jnr Member Champion

Clover Chasin Pixie

Chasin-Rainbow Act
Riely ET

Miss Isabelle
Hefford-McCutchen
(Bred by Cover Jersey)

Heifer Champion

Prides Branson Daybreak Gabys TBone Branson ET

Res Heifer Champion
(2nd 12-18mth Heifers)

Ansom Tequila Melbay

As is often the case the Senior Cow class saw fewer entries
forward but the quality throughout amongst those animals
exhibited was exceptionally high, with another Les Augerez, St
Peter herd member, Elite On Time Poppy, securing first place and
also 1st Best Udder. Previous Society show champion Ansom
May Anemone stood 2nd overall and in the Best Uddered
award, whilst also securing the Goddington Challenge Cup for
the highest placed exhibit on £PLI genetic merit.

P M Houze

Tower Vue Prime Tequila ET La Ferme Ltd

Exhibitor Bred Champion Prides Branson Daybreak Gabys TBone Branson ET

P M Houze

Cattle Show sponsor representative Jim Purkiss of Islands, with Steve Le Feuvre,
leading Philip Le Maistre’s eventual Grand Champion Prides Action True Sybil,
winning here the 3 Yr Old Cow class.

October Show Grand Champion, bred and exhibited by Phillip Le Maistre,
Westlands, St Brelade, Westlands May Hurel Girl (Sire: DJ May).

When inspecting the final line up for the Grand Champion
Judge, Izzy Laird, took the decision to bring forward for the
championship award her reserve Junior In-Milk champion
Westlands May Hurel Girl. Whilst a little unexpected the judge
did fully explain her decision in that since judging the earlier
classes she considered that this animal had improved sufficiently,
both in overall presence and importantly in the udder, to be
considered worthy. Reserve Championship status was awarded
to the Senior In-Milk Champion, Itaskas Fillpail Actress. This
pairing also took home respectively the Best Udder and Exhibitor
Bred Championship and Reserve accolades.
Judging of the heifer classes took place the following day where
Izzy Laird set out her classes with one of the Junior members,
Miss Eden Hicks, leading the main Heifers under 12 mths class,
with a calf bred by La Ferme Ltd. The sire of this calf, USA sire

Cattle Show sponsor representative Don Connelly of Alex Picot Group, with Tom
Perchard and his La Ferme Ltd 1st prize entry in the Heifer in Milk class Ansom
On Time Samsybil.
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Chilli Action Colton ET, also sired the winner of the next class,
for heifers 12-18mths of age and this also was an entry from La
Ferme Ltd.

On Farm Challenge
For the fourth year of competition the Islands sponsored OnFarm Challenge took place during August with Mr Lynden
Bustard (Holstein UK Classifier) officiating.

The heifer classes were something of a clean sweep for the
Perchard family at La Ferme, St Martin, as they also led out the
winner of the senior heifer class, that for heifers 18-27mths of
age. Previous Society show class winner Ansom Tequila Melbay,
stood ahead of her herd mate Ansom Legal Madelaine in 2nd
place.

Using the same 4 age groups as seen at our shows plus an
additional class for cows over 10 years of age, nine of the
Island’s 21 herds entered animals over the five classes. Herds
that entered, not individual owners, were permitted to enter up
to 3 per class but could present no more than 10 animals in total
on the day. The progeny of 46 different bulls were amongst the
total 68 animals presented for inspection. The numbers of
entries were down on the previous years but quality and level of
competition still very high.

Ansom Colton Cyborg was the Judge’s selection for Heifer
Champion with Ansom Tequila Melbay standing in reserve. With
the champion not technically home bred, even though from the
same herd, Melbay stood as Exhibitor Bred champion with
Ansom Legal Madelaine in reserve. Junior Member Champion
was Ansom Colton Cyborg.
Cow classes

Animal

Heifers in Milk

Ansom On Time Samsybil Lencrest On Time ET

Sire

La Ferme Ltd

Exhibitor *

3yr Old Cows

Westlands May Hurel Girl DJ May

P F Le Maistre

Young Cows

Itaskas Fillpail Actress

Chasin Rainbows
Act Riley ET

J F Le Feuvre

Mature Cows

Elite On Time Poppy

Lencrest On Time ET

J F Le Feuvre

Grand Champion

Westlands May Hurel Girl DJ May

P F Le Maistre

Res Grand Champion

Itaskas Fillpail Actress

J F Le Feuvre

Champion Best Udder

Westlands May Hurel Girl DJ May

P F Le Maistre

Exhibitor Bred Champion Westlands May Hurel Girl DJ May

P F Le Maistre

Jnr Member Champion

Clover Tequila Charleen

Chasin Rainbows
Act Riley ET

With 138 points secured from a possible 150 available, the
eventual competition winner had won the 3 Yr Old Cow class in
2017 as well as her lower age class last year too. Prides True
Action Sybil, exhibited by P F Le Maistre of Master Farms, St
Brelade, was bred by M P Houze and, as the high selling adult
animal at the Jersey Jewels Sale in 2016 was now proving to be
well worth her owner’s investment.
Reserve and ever increasingly a perennial Society cattle
competition success, whether either show or On Farm
Challenge, was Ansom May Anemone, sired by Danish sire DJ
May and owned by La Ferme Ltd, St Martin.

Tower Vue Prime Tequila ET Miss Isabelle
Hefford-McCutcheon
(Bred by D McCutcheon)

Class

Animal

Heifer in milk
under 30mths

Elite Blackstone Bluebell 130

Points Sire
Lencrest Blackstone

J F Le Feuvre

Exhibitor

3 Yr Old Cows

Prides True Action Sybil

138

Forest Glen Avery
Action ET

P F Le Maistre
(Bred by O M Houze)

Elite Action Noblesse

126

Forest Glen Avery
Action ET

J F Le Feuvre
La Ferme Ltd

Heifer classes

Animal

Sire

Exhibitor *

Under 12months

Ansom Colton Cyborg

Chilli Action Colton ET

Miss Eden Hicks
(Breeder: La Ferme Ltd)

4-6 Yr Old Cow

12-under 18 Months

Ansom Colton Cyber

Chilli Action Colton ET

La Ferme Ltd

Mature Cow (6-10yrs) Ansom May Anemone

137

DJ May

18- under 27 Months

Ansom Tequila Melbay Tower Vue Prime Tequila ET La Ferme Ltd

Cow over 10 Yrs

Primrose Blue Avelida

119

True Blue of La Retraite Miss V E Huelin

Jnr Member Champion

Ansom Colton Cyborg

Chilli Action Colton ET

Miss Eden Hicks
(Breeder: La Ferme Ltd)

Champion

Prides True Action Sybil

138

Forest Glen Avery
Action ET

P F Le Maistre
(Bred by O M Houze)

Heifer Champion

Ansom Colton Cyborg

Chilli Action Colton ET

Miss Eden Hicks
(Breeder: La Ferme Ltd)

Reserve Champion

Ansom May Anemone

137

DJ May

La Ferme Ltd

Res Heifer Champion

Ansom Tequila Melbay Tower Vue Prime Tequila ET La Ferme Ltd

David Hambrook
General Manager - Jersey Island Genetics

Exhibitor Bred Champion Ansom Tequila Melbay Tower Vue Prime Tequila ET La Ferme Ltd

Cover photograph: A view
from the cattle show office.
Whilst retired cattle breeder Charles Le Cornu remains transfixed by activities in
the cattle judging ring, John Le Feuvre asks the photographer “So, what did you
think of that decision then?”.
All June show ringside photographs above, taken by Suzanne Le Feuvre.

Note: Full show results are
posted on ‘Facebook’.
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General Report of the Horticultural Deptartment
over, as they’ve been sampling all the failed attempts! I’ll
definitely enter again though – and wonder if any of the other
Parish Constables would like to get baking too?!

2017 has been another busy year for the Horticultural
Department. The beginning of the year saw some of the fence
being replaced at the F J Ahier Country Gardens. The previous
fence had been there for eight years and was in need of
replacement. The Committee plan on replacing the whole fence
over time but want to do it in a phased approach, as they raise
the necessary funds.
With building work on the storage units at the Showground
being completed, this enabled the Horticultural Team to move
tables and items required for Shows which had previously been
stored in a shed at La Loge Pernelle on Mont Cochon, up to the
Showground. This has meant setting up for the Shows is a much
more efficient process and takes far less time and effort than it
did before.
This also gave the Committee the opportunity to clear and sort
the Store at La Loge Pernelle which has freed it up for leasing to
a third party. This is providing much needed income to the
Department on a regular basis.
The Horticultural Committee have enjoyed looking after the
Community Orchard for the last few years, but early in the year
they relinquished control of it. They felt that due to increasing
costs and labour required to manage the site appropriately, that
they will no longer be able to manage it going forward. The
Orchard is owned by the National Trust who have taken back
the management of the site.

Spring Flower Show – 25th & 26th March
Some beautiful daffodils were awarded the top prize at this
year’s Spring Flower Show. The Group of Narcissi, grown by Kate
Le Ruez, were awarded the Belles Fleurs Trophy and were
crowned the Best Exhibit in the Show.

Connetable Phil Le Sueur and winning Lemon Drizzle Cake.

First time daffodil exhibitor Dale Hector was awarded The
Daffodil Society Bronze Medal for the best bloom in the entire
Show – for his Pink Silk daffodil. He said, “It’s the first time I’ve
shown daffodils, but I decided I’ve just got to go for it! I’ve been
outside every night checking on them, and when the weather
forecast looked bad, I decided to bring them indoors 3 days
before the Show. I’ve learnt so much about how to show
daffodils in the last few weeks, and have really enjoyed it. I do
like a challenge – the pressure is on for next year!

Kate Le Ruez - Best in Show

Miss Le Ruez said “I’ve been entering for 8 or 9 years. I took over
the family tradition from my Uncle Laurence Le Ruez, when he
was no longer able to show anymore. I have won the class
before, but didn’t last year. It’s always nice to have some friendly
competition and either of the entries in the class could have
won”.
As well as flowers, there were more than 150 cakes made by
adults and children. Expert judge Aesun Aune, chef from The
Works in Gorey, crowned a lemon drizzle cake, baked by Trinity
Connetable Philip Le Sueur, as the best cake in the adults section.
As a first time entrant to the RJA&HS Shows, Connetable Le
Sueur said: “I’m very pleased to have won. It was a complete
surprise! The staff at the parish hall will be pleased the Show is

Dale Hector and judge Rae Beckwith
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The RJA&HS once again welcomed Rae Beckwith, an RHS judge
from the UK, to judge the daffodil classes and he was really
impressed by the standard grown by locals in Jersey. His
comments included “You can see the passion the exhibitors have
for this Show. It’s a wonderful Island show, everyone wants to
be a part of it, whether by exhibiting or coming to see the
Show.” Commenting on Dale Hector’s best bloom – Pink Silk
daffodil, Mr Beckwith said “As soon as I saw the winning bloom
I knew it was a winner.”
Camellia expert from the UK, Jennifer Trehane, judged the
camellia class and she too was impressed by the standard of
camellias grown in the island.
The Show took place on 25th & 26th March and had more than
550 entries from around 200 people. Insert picture – ‘Pam
Queree – Reserve Best in Show’ Reserve Best in Show was

Shannon Tattan – Grouville School

Pam Queree - Reserve Best in Show

awarded to Pam Queree for her 3
cyclamen and the longest
stemmed daffodil, grown by Jane
Dervin, was an impressive 122cm.
Members of the Spring Show
Committee were delighted to see
such a large number of children
taking part and especially enjoyed
seeing the decorated eggs and the
Easter Bunnies made out of fruit
and vegetables, made by children.
The Denis Shaw Memorial Shield
for the most humorous Easter
Bunny was awarded to Shannon
Tattan from Grouville School.

Alexander Woodman – fruit and veg animal

The Spring Show Committee would like to thank The Eric Young
Foundation, St Helier Parks and Gardens Department, Jersey
Dolls House Club, Jersey Flower Club and St Martin’s Flower Club
who all put on spectacular displays.

Children from a number of
schools entered (Grouville, Janvrin,
Bel Royal, First Tower) and there
were dozens of hen’s eggs
decorated by children from First
Tower Nursery! The traditional
Cake Auction closed the Show at
the end of the Easter weekend,
and raised £216 for the British
Heart Foundation Jersey Branch.
The charity attended the Flower
Show for the weekend, and ran a
children’s craft corner, decorating
Jane Dervin - Longest Stemmed
heart charms for Mother’s Day
Daffodil’
and brought their giant Operation
game, which entertained children visiting the Show. Youngsters
were also able to hold chicks, rabbits and snakes as well as
making Mother’s Day cards.

Display by the Orchid Foundation.

Continued >
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Full List of awards from the Spring Flower Show below
Award

Awarded For

Winner

The Belles Fleurs Trophy
Generously Donated by Mr And
Mrs Bernard Rebours

Overall Best Exhibit
in the Spring Show

Kate Le Ruez, Group of Narcissi
Class 38

Reserve Best In Show

2nd Overall Best Exhibit
in the Spring Show

Pam Queree Cyclamen, 3
containers,
Class 28

Jersey Chrysanthemum Lovers
Challenge Cup
Originally donated by
The Society of Jersey Gardeners,
and re-Presented in memory of
the late Jim Hosking of
Fentongollan Flower Farm,
Cornwall

The Best Entry in the Narcissus
Section - Cut Flowers Or
Containers

Kate Le Ruez,
Group of Narcissi
Class 38

International Camellia Society
Trophy
Generously Donated by the ICS
(Jersey Group)

For the Best Exhibit in
the RJA&HS Camellia Classes

Susan Fardon,
1 semi-double
Class 79

Denis Shaw Memorial Shield
Donated in his Memory by his
Family in 2012

The Most Humorous Fruit and/or
Vegetable Creation at the Spring
Show

Shannon Tattan
(Grouville School),
Easter Bunny 10-12 yrs

RHS Junior Competitor’s
Certificate

Merit by a Junior Competitor

Emma Pimenta,
Spring Flowers in a basket
(10-12 years)
Class 123

Worshipful Company of
Gardeners - Award For Floral Art

Excellence in Floral Art

Lizzy Whatley,
Mother of Mine Arrangement
(class 109)

Daffodil Society
The Bronze Medal &
The Best Bloom Card

The Best Narcissus Bloom
in the Show
(cut flower classes only)

Dale Hector,
Trumpet Narcissi
Pink Silk (class 53)

Daffodil Societ
The Diploma

The Best Vase of 3 Stems in
the 3-Stemmed Vase Classes

Dale Hector
Narcissi, Div 2,
3 stems (class 54)

Best In Section - Cut Flowers

Kate Le Ruez,
Group of Narcissi

Best In Section - Pot Plants

Pam Queree,
3 Cyclamen
(class 28)

Best in Section - Fruit
& Vegetables

Anley Richardson,
Butternut Squash

Best In Section - Camellias

Susan Fardon,
1 semi-double
(class 79)

Best In Section - Floral Art
Professional

Lizzy Whatley.
Emerald Isle Pedestal

Best In Section - Floral Art
Amateur

Ivy Le Troquer,
Mother of Mine Arrangement
(class 114)

Best In Section - Cakes (Adults)

Philip Le Sueur,
Lemon Drizzle cake
(class 139)

Best In Section - Cakes (Children)

Charlotte Waterhouse
3 Rock Cakes
(class 158)

Award

Awarded For

Winner

Winner of Class 1:
the Group of 5 Different Varieties
of Daffodil/Narcissi, one variety
in each container, not to exceed
a 4ft frontage.

Winner of Class 1:
Alan Le Troquer

£25 Gardening Voucher First Prize

Winner Of Class 2:
Group of 5 Different types of
“True Bulbs”, any number of bulbs
but only one type in each
container, not to exceed a 4ft
frontage

Winner of Class 2:
Alan Le Troquer

Winner Of Class 2:
Group of 5 Different types of
“True Bulbs”, any number of
bulbs but only one type in each
container, not to exceed a
4ft frontage

Winner of Class 3:
Alan Le Troquer

£20 Voucher Prize

Awarded For

Winner

Winner of Class 38:
Group of Cut Flowers consisting
of Daffodils and Narcissi, not
exceeding a 4ft frontage on
table space.
12 Vases in total, 5 Blooms
to a vase,
one variety in each, all named if
possible. Not less than 6 varieties
included in the group

Winner of Class 38:
Kate Le Ruez

Perpetual Narcissus Trophy
Kindly Donated By Mr Peter
Hunt And Family

Winner of Class 41, Trumpet and
Large-Cupped Daffodil varieties,
3 vases, Divisions 1 or 2

Winner of Class 41:
Jane Dervin

Longest Stemmed Daffodil
(£5 Gardening Voucher)

Winner of Class 58:
Longest Stemmed Daffodil

Winner of Class 58:
Jane Dervin, 122cm

Louis Dekker Trophy Generously
Donated By Mr Louis Dekker

Winner of Class 64:
The Best Vase of Dutch Iris

Winner of Class 64
Not awarded - No
entries received

Early Summer Flower Show - 10th & 11th June
The Early Summer Flower Show took place at this year’s Summer
Country Fair. Stephen Le Feuvre won Best in Show (and the 3rd
Blythwood Bowl) for his Group of Cacti in the Flower Show. It’s
not the first time he’s won the Flower Show. He said: “I love the
3rd Blythwood Bowl and I wanted to win it back again! I enjoy
growing cacti and showing them. I started growing them as a
hobby 2 or 3 years ago. It’s good relaxation for me after being
in the office for long hours – I love pottering in my greenhouse.

Steve Le Feuvre

The Horticultural Committee were pleased with the number of
entries in the Early Summer Flower Show. 50 more people
entered compared to last year (114 people entered 395 exhibits
in this year’s Flower Show). The Flower Show was held in the
main hall and the Reserve
Best in Show went to
Graham Queree’s weeping
rose called Suma. The
beautiful pink rose in a pot, is
5 years old and really stood
out amongst the other
flowers and produce in the
Exhibition Hall.

Points Prizes
Society of Jersey
Gardener Trophy
Originally Presented
by the Late Sq Leader Arthur
Robert in 1953 to the Society of
Jersey Gardeners and awarded
for Chrysanthemums.

Award
RJA & HS Horticultural
Department Prize

Graham Queree – weeping rose called
Suma
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Mr Queree said, “I’ve had 15
firsts in this Show, which I
think is the most ever! I’ve
been exhibiting roses since
the early 90’s, so for over 30
years. My wife Pam helps me,
but other than that we do it
all ourselves.” Mr Queree’s
rose bowl displaying the
variety called ‘Sexy Rexy’ roses
was also awarded a top prize
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(the A F A Mathews Trophy), which he was delighted with. “The
rose always blooms at the end of June, so I pruned it especially
early this year, in the hope it would be ready for the Show – and
it was!” Mr Queree’s top tip for rose growers, is “to prune them
hard in January or February, and feed them well – they’re greedy
feeders!”
For the first time, the Flower Show also included a photographic
class and the class for the best photo of any rose was taken by
Neil Fauvel. The Lawrence Goguelin Memorial Trophy was won
by Mrs Helen Hickman for her impressive foliage hanging basket.

Cattle Show under blue skies.

Helen Hickman

Once again, the Horticultural Committee were delighted to see
such a large number of children taking part. Children from a
number of schools entered (Plat Douet School, St Peter’s School
and Mont Nicolle School) and the Committee especially enjoyed
seeing all the collages they’d made on the theme was ‘Make hay
whilst the sun shines’.
The children’s flower arranging theme was Wimbledon and
a beautiful arrangement titled ‘Strawberries and Cream’
by Emily Livesey (age 10) won the De La Mare Perpetual
Challenge Cup.

Alan Roberts and Ajax the Horse

The children enjoyed
meeting Buster the ram,
Rufus the Belgian hare
and four tiny piglets,
amongst other animals in
Animal Farm as well as
climbing all over the
straw bale castle and
having fun on the swing
boats, fairground rides
and bouncy castles.

Chloe North – Decorated Cake

Emily Livesey

As well as the Cattle Shows and Flower Show, other
entertainment at the Summer Country Fair, included falconry
demonstrations, Ajax the Shire Horse, the Band of the Island of
Jersey and a Dog Companion Show - organised by the Kennel
Club of Jersey. Children were also intrigued by the
demonstrations on how to milk a cow and care for a calf.

Carousel rides proving popular.

Continued >
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‘King of the Castle’ - High Adventure in the ‘Kids Zone’.

Meeting the Barn Owl in the Falconry display.

Farm livestock of all sorts in the Animal Farm.

There were lots of craft activities as well as ice cream, candy floss,
La Robeline cider and sausages and lots of local stalls selling their
wares. Even Jepson from the JEP came along!

Award

Awarded For

Winner

OVERALL BEST IN SHOW THE 3rd BLYTHWOOD BOWL
Re-presented in 2010 by
Miss Gill Simon

Best in Show

Stephen Le Feuvre
Group of Cacti (class 55)

RESERVE OVERALL BEST
IN SHOW

2nd Best in Show

Graham Queree
Any other kind of rose grown
in a pot (class 37)

BRITISH FUCHSIA SOCIETY
BLUE ROSETTE

Best fuchsia exhibit

Not awarded in 2017

THE ROYAL NATIONAL ROSE
SOCIETY’S BRONZE MEDAL

Best exhibit in the Rose
Classes 60 – 89 and 35 - 37

Graham Queree
Any other kind of rose grown
in a pot (class 37)

THE A F A MATHEWS TROPHY
donated by the Society of Jersey
Gardeners

Best Bowl of Hybrid Tea or
Floribundas Classes 68, 69, 75
& 76

Graham Queree
Bowl of floribunda roses,
1 variety (class 75)

THE SWEET PEA CHALLENGE
CUP 1972
Given by the late Mr. H.E. Le Ruez

Best vase of Sweet Peas
in Classes 91 - 101

Not awarded in 2017

THE PELARGONIUM &
GERANIUM SOCIETY
Gold Certificate:

For the best exhibit in the
Pelargonium classes 10 - 22

Kevin Roberts
Angel Pelargonium,
1 pot (class 18)

THE PELARGONIUM &
GERANIUM SOCIETY
Silver Certificate:

For the second best exhibit in the
Pelargonium classes 10 - 22

Graham Queree
Group of Pelargoniums
(class 22)

PARKER ROSARIAN’S TROPHY

for Best Box of 6 roses
(hybrid tea or miniature)
Classes 70 and 85

Graham Queree
Small box of miniature roses
(class 85)

THE RHS JUNIOR COMPETITORS
AWARD OF MERIT CERTIFICATE

Merit in the
Junior Flower Arranging

Emily Livesey
“Strawberries & cream” flower
arrangement for Wimbledon,
10-12 years (class 188)

DIPLOMA FOR EXCELLENCE IN
HOIRTICULTURE
(Worshipful Company of
Gardeners)
CERTIFICATE OF MERIT IN
FLORAL ART
(Worshipful Company of
Gardeners)

Excellence in Hortuculture

Shannon Waaidijk-Le Seelleur
Group of Succulent (class 59)

Merit in Floral Art

Ivy Le Troquer
“Strawberries and cream” flower
arrangement for wimbledon adult amateur

THE LAWRENCE GOGUELIN
MEMORIAL TROPHY
Donated by Mrs Joyce Goguelin
and Family

The winner of Class 42 - Hanging
Basket of Non-Flowering
Ornamental Foliage

Mrs Helen Hickman

BRITISH FUCHSIA SOCIETY
CRESTED SPOON

Most points in the Fuchsia
classes (43 – 51 & 104)

Alan Le Troquer
8 points

THE PERPETUAL ROSE CUP
Given by the late Miss H. de la
Taste in memory of her sister

Most points in the Rose Classes
(60 - 89 & 35 - 37)

Graham Queree
42 points

THE PERPETUAL SWEET PEA
CHALLENGE CUP
given by the late Squad.
Leader A. Robert

Awarded to the best exhibit in
the class for six vases,
six varieties Class 91

Not awarded in 2017

NATIONAL SWEET PEA
SOCIETY MEDAL

Awarded to the best exhibit in
the class for three vases, three
varieties Class 92

Not awarded in 2017

THE H.E. LE RUEZ MEMORIAL
SWEET PEA CUP
donated by his brothers and
sisters and their families

Most points in the Sweet Pea
Classes 91 - 103

Not awarded in 2017

THE DE LA MARE PERPETUAL
CHALLENGE CUP

First prize winner in Class 188 ,
Children 10 - 12yrs

Emily Livesey
(Mont Nicolle School)

The traditional Cake Auction of more than 60 cakes closed the
Fair, and raised £198 for the British Red Cross Committee in
Jersey.

BEST IN SECTION CUT FLOWERS

Best in the Cut Flowers classes

Graham Queree
Bowl of Floribunda, 1 variety
(class 75)

BEST IN SECTION - POT PLANTS

Best in the Pot Plants classes
(excluding cacti and succulents)

Mrs Helen Hickman
Ferns, 3 pots (class 7)

Glorious weather meant a better than expected attendance
through the gate, with 4,200 people visiting over the weekend.

BEST IN SECTION CACTI & SUCCULENTS

Best in the Cacti and
Succulent classes

Steve Le Feuvre
Group of Cacti
(class 55)

BEST IN SECTION FRUIT & VEG

Best in the Fruit & Vegetable
classes

Steve Vibert
3 carrots
(class 134)

BEST IN SECTION FLORAL ARRANGING (PROF)

Best in the Professional Floral
Arranging classes

Not awarded in 2017

BEST IN SECTIONFLORAL ARRANGING (AMATEUR)

Best in the Amateur Floral
Arranging classes

Wendy Castledine
Summer Wreath, adult amateur
(class 179)

BEST IN SECTION CAKES (SENIORS)

Best in the Senior Cake classes

Clare Minihane
Best decorated cake for the 150th
anniversary of the Confederation
of Canada, adult (class 144)

BEST IN SECTION CAKES (JUNIORS)

Best in the Junior Cake classes

Chloe North
Best decorated cake for the 150th
anniversary of the Confederation
of Canada, 6-9 yrs (class 165)

Louise Agnès with Jepson
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Nursery & Primary Schools Garden
Competition - 4th & 5th July
The Schools Competition was once again kindly supported by
Belles Fleurs Nursery, who provided vouchers for the winners and
a judge for the judging days. Nine schools entered the
Competition and between them put forward 19 different
gardens (which is six more gardens than the previous year). The
judges were Bernie Rebours and Roy Le Brun.
Award

Awarded for

Awarded to

Points

Jocobarca Shield

For the highest points in
the Patio or Courtyard type
garden (classes 1 and 4)

St Michael’s School
Nursery

93points

Jocobarca Prize

For the second highest
points in the Patio or
Courtyard type garden
(classes 1 and 4)

Janvrin School
Nursery

83.5 points

Belles Fleurs Shield

For the highest points in
the wildlife or
environmentally friendly
garden (classes 2 and 5)

Les Landes School

88.5 points

RJA&HS Horticultural
Department Prize

For the second highest
points in the wildlife or
environmentally friendly
garden (classes 2 and 5)

Bel Royal School
Nursery

85.5 points

Les Greffes
Landscapes Prize

For the highest points
in the Vegetable Garden
(classes 3 and 6)

Les Landes School

88.5 points

Les Greffes
Landscapes Shield

For the second highest
points in the Vegetable
Garden (classes 3 and 6)

Grouville School

92.5 points

Judges with pupils from La Moye School

Judge’s Discretionary Awards:
Judge’s Award for great produce in boxes: Janvrin School
Nursery
Judge’s Award for vegetable garden: La Moye School

Les Landes School

Bel Royal Nursery in their Wildlife Garden

St Michaels School Nursery

All Island Garden Competition
18th - 20th July
39 gardens were entered in to the Competition. Judging took
place over a stormy couple of days on 18th – 20th July. Thank
you to all the competitors who let us hide in their
conservatories/sheds whilst the storms passed! The Committee
were pleased to see lots of new competitors entering the
Competition and taking an interest in their gardens.
Congratulations to Cynthia Binet from La Haie Fleurie who won
the Competition.

Janvrin School Vegetable Boxes.

Continued >
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La Haie Fleurie

Helen Barnes - New Competitor

1 Portelet Bay

The Judges Award for Garden
Design was awarded to new
entrant Jane Drew for her
garden at 1 Portelet Bay, St
Brelade, which she designed
herself.

St Lawrence Parish Hall

We were pleased to welcome Bob Hogge from the Beekeepers
Association as a judge for the Competition, alongside Louise
Noel and Kevin Roberts.
Thanks once again to Ransoms who kindly sponsored the
Competition again with vouchers for the top three gardens in
each class and for hosting the Prizegiving in their tea rooms.

The Competition was run in
association with the Jersey
Beekeepers Association who
were
celebrating
their
Centenary year. The Association
donated a shield for the ‘Best
Pollinator Friendly Garden’ as
well as producing a fact sheet
of tips for entrants who want
Judges at St Lawrence Parish Hall Kevin Roberts, Louise Noel, Bob Hogge to improve the pollinator
friendliness of their garden.
Congratulations to new entrant Susan Ingram from Te Whetu in
Trinity for being awarded this shield for the Best Pollinator
Friendly Garden.

Class 1 - Small Garden
(less than 100 sq metres)
Name

Score (out of 100)

Bryan Swain

90

Placing
1st

Jose Nobrega

82.5

2nd

La Chasserie Cup awarded to Winner of Class 1: Bryan Swain

Class 2 - Patio Garden, excluding a lawn
(less than 100m)
Name

Score (out of 100)

Placing

Artur Bobak

93.6

1st

Dodie Chappell

88

2nd

David Nobrega

87

3rd

Jose Nobrega

83.6

4th

Pewter Tankard awarded to Winner of Class 2: Artur Bobak

Class 3 - Courtyard Garden, excluding a lawn
(100-250 sq metres)
Name

Score (out of 100)

Placing

Derek Vivian

87

1st

J. Lindsey Perpetual Shield awarded to Winner of Class 3: Derek
Vivian
Doug & Fay Huelin’s garden
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Channel Island Decks Trophy awarded to Winner of Class 10:
Tim & Stephanie du Feu

Class 4 - Best kept veg garden/plot - small
(less than 100 sq metres)
Name

Score (out of 100)

Placing

Salome Martinho - Plot 21, F J Ahier
Country Gardens

95.6

1st

John Luce

90.6

2nd

Class 11 - Gardens of any area,
professional assistance allowed
(less than 1,500 sq metres)

Graham Daghorn Perpetual Shield awarded to Winner of Class
4: Salome Martinho, Plot 21, F J Ahier Country Gardens

E W Machon Challenge Cup awarded to Winner of Class 11: Not
awarded – no entries in 2017

Class 5 - Best kept veg garden/plot - medium
(between 100 -250 sq metres)

Class 12 - Gardens of any area,
professional assistance allowed
(more than 1,500 sq metres)

Name

Score (out of 100)

Placing

Carla & Tony Maia - Plot 53, F J Ahier
Country Gardens

96.3

1st

Werner Toporis - Plot 30, Les Creux Allotments

95.3

2nd

Martin Preisig - Plot 41, F J Ahier Country Gardens

94

3rd

Margaret Lee - Plot 54, F J Ahier Country Gardens

93.6

4th

John Brennan - Plot 57, F J Ahier Country Gardens

91.6

5th

Maria Martins - Plot 49, F J Ahier Country Gardens

86

6th

Score (out of 100)

Placing

91.6

1st

Score (out of 100)

Placing

94.6

1st

1st

La Mielle Apartments

95

2nd

Name

Score (out of 100)

Placing

Cynthia Binet

97.3

1st

Max & Dot de la Haye

95.6

2nd

Class 14 - New Competitors
(less than 500 sq metres)

Class 7 - Medium Garden
(100 - 250 sq metres)
Name

Placing

Second La Chasserie Shield awarded to Winner of Class 13:
Cynthia Binet
Channel Industries Limited Trophy awarded to next highest
points in Class 13: Max & Dot de la Haye

JFTU Town & Country Trophy awarded to Winner of Class 6:
Graham de Gruchy
Albert Bartlett and Sons Ltd Trophy awarded to the Overall
Winner of Class 4, Class 5 and Class 6: Carla & Tony Maia, Plot
53, F J Ahier Country Gardens

John & Barbara Hidrio

96.3

Class 13 - Farm Gardens attached to a bona
fide farm

Class 6 - Best kept veg garden/plot - large
(more than 250 sq metres)
Name

Score (out of 100)

Grainger Challenge Cup awarded to Winner of Class 12: Dr &
Mrs Donald Sayers

Selwyn Hamon Trophy awarded to Winner of Class 5: Carla &
Tony Maia, Plot 53, F J Ahier Country Gardens

Graham de Gruchy

Name
Dr & Mrs Donald Sayers

Vautier Challenge Cup (Rose Bowl) awarded to Winner of Class
7: John & Barbara Hidrio

Name

Score (out of 100)

Jane Drew

94.6

Placing
1st

Susan Ingram

92.6

2nd

Stephen & Michelle O’Neill

89

3rd

Helen Barnes

88

4th

Pomme d’Or Farm Estate Residents

88

5th

Coronation Challenge Cup awarded to the Winner of Class 14:
Jane Drew

Class 8 - Large Garden
(250 - 500 sq metres)

Class 15 - New Competitors
(more than 500 sq metres)

Barry Sylvester Memorial Trophy awarded to Winner of Class 8:
Not awarded – no entries in 2017

Class 9 - Formal Garden
(more than 500 sq metres)
Name

Score (out of 100)

Placing

Fay & Douglas Huelin

97

1st

Name

Score (out of 100)

Jean Drydale

94.3

Placing
1st

Julie Howard

90.3

2nd

New Competitor’s Rose Bowl awarded to the Winner of Class
15: Jean Drydale

Norman Limited Challenge Trophy awarded to Winner of Class
9: Fay & Douglas Huelin

Class 16 - Family Garden, used and cared
for by all the Family, to incorporate recycling,
pets, pet care etc. A garden to celebrate
Family Life, not manicured

Quenault Trophy awarded for the Overall Winner of Classes 7, 8
and 9: Fay & Douglas Huelin
Alternate Challenge Cup awarded for the next highest points in
Class 1, 7, 8 and 9: John & Barbara Hidrio

Ransoms Garden Centre Trophy awarded to the Winner of Class
16: Not awarded – no entries in 2017

Class 10 - Informal Garden
(more than 500 sq metres)
Name

Score (out of 100)

Tim & Stephanie du Feu

93.6

Placing
1st

Maureen Long

91

2nd

Continued >
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Class 17 - Gardens attached to a Hotel,
Guest House or Restaurant, professional
assistance allowed
Name

Score (out of 100)

Hotel de France

93

1st

Greenhills Country Hotel

91

2nd

F J Ahier Country Garden - Plot Competition
22nd July
A somewhat soggy day saw Martin Preisig from Plot 41 crowned
the overall winner of the Plot Competition. 17 plots entered the

Placing

John Le Sueur Rose Bowl awarded to the Winner of Class 17:
Hotel de France

Class 18 - Gardens attached to a Hotel,
Guest House or Restaurant, NO professional
assistance allowed
Prior Cup awarded to the Winner of Class 18: Not awarded – no
entries in 2017

Class 19 - Container Gardens only, attached
to a Hotel, Guest House or Restaurant
Name

Score (out of 100)

Placing

Sailor’s Rest Café

80

1st

Richard Noel presenting Martin Preisig with the Team St Lawrence Shield.

Container Garden Trophy awarded to the Winner of Class 19:
Sailor’s Rest Café

Competition (compared with seven last year). This year, the
Committee had introduced classes for Small Plot, Large Plot, Best
Newcomer, Plot with the best raised beds and Best Scarecrow.
Judges for the day were Richard and Louise Noel from Ernie’s
Agricultural Centre, who kindly sponsored the Competition once
again.

Class 20 - Garden attached to a Tourist
Attraction, Professional assistance allowed
Jersey Tourism Trophy awarded to the Winner of Class 20: Not
awarded – no entries in 2017

Class 21 - Garden attached to a Tourist
Attraction, NO Professional assistance
allowed
Jersey Tourism Silver Bowl awarded to the Winner of Class 21:
Not awarded – no entries in 2017

Class 22 - The Best Floral Parish Hall
on the island
Name

Score (out of 100)

St Lawrence Parish Hall

96

Placing
1st

St Saviour Parish Hall

94.6

2nd

St John Parish Hall

94.3

3rd

St Peter Parish Hall

86.6

4th

The Judges – Richard and Louise Noel

Overall Winner - Team St Lawrence Shield - Plot 41 - Martin
Preisig - 99 points

A & L Ahier Shield awarded to Winner of Class 22: St Lawrence
Parish Hall

5 classes - Small Plot, Large Plot, Best Newcomer (taken on the
plot this year) and Best Raised Bed & children’s Best Scarecrow
Competition

Class 23 - Gardens attached to a
care home or residential home

Small Plot

Not awarded in 2017 – No entries in this class
Plot #

Name

Points

OVERALL AWARDS

13

Clare Graham

69

7th

• Andre Ruellan Memorial Rose Bowl awarded to the Overall
Winner of the Competition with the most points: Cynthia
Binet, La Haie Fleurie, St Martin - 97.3 points
• Judges Award for Garden Design awarded to: Jane Drew, 1
Portelet Bay, St Brelade
• Jersey Beekeepers Association Shield for Best Pollinator Friendly
Garden: Susan Ingram, Te Whetu, Trinity

4

Steve & Clive Le Bailly

70

6th

18

Alan & Ivy Le Troquer

71

5th

11

Tracey Bougourd

80

4th

36

Dorothy Perks

69

3rd

14

Jose Nobrega

70

2nd

21

Salome Martinho-Fernando Jesus

71

1st

26

Placing
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Large Plot
Plot #

Name

Points

25 & 26

Martin Rouault

88

Placing
8th

42

Steve Bailey & Jennifer Ellenger

89

7th

57

John Brennan

90

6th

59

Geoffrey Mounsey

91

Equal 5th

49

Maria Martins

91

Equal 5th

54

Margaret Lee

95

4th

51 & 52

Kevin Roberts

97

3rd

53

Carla & Tony Maia

98

2nd

41

Martin Preisig

99

1st

Martin Rouault, Martin Preisig, Rae Beckwith (judge), John Woodward (judge)
and Kevin Roberts at the allotments’

Best Plot with raised beds
Plot #

Name

Placing

21

Steve & Clive Le Bailly

2nd

53

Jeannette Collas

1st

Best Newcomer (taken on the plot this year)
Plot #

Name

Points

Placing

4

Steve & Clive Le Bailly

70

Equal 5th

17

Jeannette Collas

70

Equal 5th

50

Steve Harvey

77

4th

37

Dorothy Perks

86

3rd

55

James Brown

96

2nd

21

Salome Martinho-Fernando Jesus

98

1st

Children’s Best Scarecrow Winner – Plot 59 – Geoffrey Mounsey
& family

Graham de Gruchy, Jennifer Ellenger, Kevin Roberts, Martin Preisig at the Britain
in Bloom Awards

Summer Flower & Produce Show 19th & 20th August
A Group of Dahlias, grown and shown by Max & Dot de la Haye,
took the top prize by being awarded the Best in Show and

Britain in Bloom Judges with scarecrow created by the Mounsey Family.

F J Ahier Country Gardens - Britain in Bloom
Plot holders and Committee Members have put in a lot of effort
this year to tidy up the plots, ready for entry in to the Britain in
Bloom Competition. Earlier in the year, two wild flower areas
were planted and provide a wonderful stop for lots of
pollinators. Judging took place at the end of July and the
allotments were awarded a Silver Gilt for the plots and a Judge’s
Discretionary Award for Kevin Roberts & the Team’s work
towards the plots. Congratulations to everyone involved!

Max & Dot de la Haye

receiving the H.G. Shepard Memorial Trophy.Mr Bill Bennett
scored a hat trick by winning three prizes for his rose entries. He
was pleased to win the Rose Bowl for the Best Rose Exhibit at
the Show, with his box of hybrid tea roses, as well as the
Stephens Perpetual Trophy and the Harry Dunn Perpetual Trophy
for the best Specimen Rose and Best bi-colour specimen rose.
This will be the last Show for Mr Bennett, who has been showing
his roses for decades, but has decided to retire from showing.
On behalf of the Society Bill, we thank you for your many years
of time, effort and energy you have put into showing roses at
our Shows. You will be missed!

Continued >
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The Reserve Overall winner was Stephen Le Feuvre with his
Group of Cacti. He said “This is the seventh consecutive time I’ve
entered the class and the family think it’s been the best display
I’ve done so far!” Mr Le Feuvre keeps his cacti in his greenhouse
and said: “They’ll bloom throughout the year, and we bring
them into the house to display when they’re in bloom.” His
advice for anyone wanting to keep cacti: “You need to buy
decent stock in the first place, and you need to look after them.
It’s all about feeding and watering them, but don’t water them
between September and April (unless they’re in the house).” Mr
Le Feuvre was also delighted to win the British Fuchsia Society
Blue Rosette for the best fuchsia exhibit in the Show.

Steve Le Feuvre

Bill Bennett

The best entry in the adult cake classes was an Afternoon Tea
Selection, baked by Viv Armstrong. She said “I was really chuffed
with it. I worked so hard on it this year, there’s so much involved
in making all the small cakes. We have lots of leftovers at home
to eat and enjoy now!”

Kevin Roberts was awarded Best in Section in the Vegetable
classes, for his Calabrese, which he had grown at the F J Ahier
Country Gardens. The variety is called F1 Iron Man Calabrese and
he had 12 plants of that kind growing on his allotment. When
asked for tips on how to grow prize winning Calabrese, he said:
“You’ve got to keep them covered to keep the birds off, give
them a bit of feed and watch out for caterpillars!”

Kevin Roberts

The Gold and Silver certificates from the Pelargonium and
Geranium Society were won by Graham Queree for the second
year running. He said ‘It’s a very good show all round and it’s
great to see more people showing in the Pelargonium classes.
The standard is really rising in these classes, which is great. It’s
always a surprise to win a prize!”

Viv Armstrong

65 people entered the Flower Show and between them put
forward 434 different entries, which is around 50 more entries
than last year. The Jersey Poultry and Ornithological Society also
held their Summer Show alongside the Flower Show, which
visitors to the Royal Jersey Showground enjoyed seeing.
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2017 – BEST IN THE CACTI & SUCCULENT CLASSES
Winner: Stephen Le Feuvre, class 71 – Group of Cacti

65 people entered the Flower Show and between them put
forward 434 different entries, which is around 50 more entries
than last year. The Jersey Poultry and Ornithological Society also
held their Summer Show alongside the Flower Show, which
visitors to the Royal Jersey Showground enjoyed seeing.

2017 - BEST IN THE FRUIT CLASSES
Winner: Brian D Phillipps, class 178 – 5 Pears
2017 - BEST IN THE VEGETABLE CLASSES
Winner: Kevin Roberts, class 251 – Any Other Kind of Vegetable
2017 - BEST IN THE FLORAL ARRANGING (PROFESSIONAL)
Winner: Not awarded
2017 - BEST IN THE FLORAL ARRANGING (AMATEUR)
Winner: Ivy Le Troquer, class 291 – Flower Arrangement “King
of Rock and Roll”
2017 - BEST IN THE CAKE CLASSES ADULTS
Winner: Viv Armstrong, class 273 – Afternoon Tea Selection
2017 - BEST IN THE CAKE CLASSES CHILDREN
Winner: Amelie Toudic, class 286 – 3 Jam Tarts

Tim Wright and Nancy Wright - Sunny Days collage

Points Prizes

The Committee were pleased to see lots of children at the Show,
who enjoyed a bouncy castle and vintage carousel as well as
shooting a goal and colouring pictures of flowers and produce.
Local experts were all asked to judge the classes and anyone
interested in judging in the future, should get in touch with the
RJA&HS.

Award

Awarded For

Winner

THE E.E. LE MOINE MEMORIAL
CHRYSANTHEMUM
TROPHY

MOST POINTS
in the whole of the
Chrysanthemum classes at the
August Show

Max & Dot de la Haye
12 points

THE WINTER DE GRUCHY
MEMORIAL PERPETUAL
TROPHY

winner of class 252

Martin Preisig
Plot 41

Award

Awarded For

Winner

THE BRITISH FUCHSIA SOCIETY
CRESTED SPOON

Most points in the Fuchsia classes
(classes 5 - 13, 147)

Alan Le Troquer
9 points

THE H.G. SHEPARD
MEMORIAL TROPHY

To be awarded for the most
meritorious exhibit in the
Summer Show
(Excluding flower arrangements
and cakes)

Max & Dot de la Haye
Class 77 - Group of Dahlias

THE JANET LE QUESNE
MEMORIAL TROPHY

Winner of Class 291

Ivy Le Troquer

ROSARIAN’S MINER’S LAMP

Richard & Louise Noel

Second best exhibit in the Show
(Excluding flower arrangements
and cakes)

Stephen Le Feuvre
Class 71 - Group of Cacti

Best miniature rose in a
picture frame
Winner of class 130

STEPHENS PERPETUAL
ROSE TROPHY

Best Specimen rose
Winner of class 122

W. S. Bennett

THE DAHLIA CUP

To be awarded at the discretion
of the judges to the best
Dahlia entry

Max & Dot de la Haye
Class 77 - Group of Dahlias

HARRY DUNN PERPETUAL
ROSE TROPHY

Best bi-colour Hybrid rose tea
Winner of class 123

W. S. Bennett

National Dahlia Society - Silver
Medal

awarded at the judge’s
discretion, excluding trade
exhibits

Steve Vibert
Class 83 - 3 dahlias, medium

THE BANKSIAN MEDAL
Kindly offered by the Royal
Horticultural Society

Steve Vibert
73 points

National Dahlia Society – Bronze
Medal

awarded at the judge’s
discretion, excluding trade
exhibits

Max & Dot de la Haye
Class 84 - Small dahlias, 3
varieties, 3 of each

ROSARIAN SOCIETY
ROSE BOWL

best Rose exhibit at this show

Mr W. S. Bennett
Class 126 - One box of hybrid
tea roses

BRITISH FUCHSIA SOCIETY
BLUE ROSETTE

best Fuchsia exhibit at this show

Stephen Le Feuvre
Class 11 - 1 fuchsia

(classes 1 – 253)
Winner of the largest total
amount of prize money/points in
the whole of the horticultural
classes, except artistic, at the
August show. Two years previous
winners being ineligible to
compete. Should two
competitors be equal, the first
in alphabetical order will receive
the medal unless he or she had
previously won a Banksian
Medal and the other not

THE RHS JUNIOR COMPETITORS
AWARD OF MERIT CERTIFICATE

Merit in Junior Floral Art

Not awarded

THE WORSHIPFUL COMPANY
OF GARDENERS
Diploma for Excellence in
Horticulture

Excellence in Horticulture

Not awarded

THE WORSHIPFUL COMPANY
OF GARDENERS
Certificate of Merit in Floral Art

Merit in Floral Art

Ivy Le Troquer
Class 293 - Pedestal
“Wedding Fever”

THE PELARGONIUM &
GERANIUM SOCIETY
Gold Certificate

Best exhibit in the
Pelargonium classes

Graham Queree
Class 15 - Pelargonium regal,
3 pots

THE PELARGONIUM &
GERANIUM SOCIETY
Silver Certificate

Second best exhibit in the
Pelargonium classes

Graham Queree
Class 18 - Pelargonium,
3 pots

RESERVE OVERALL WINNER

Winner 2015: Norman Ridley
Winner 2016: Stephen Le Feuvre

Anniversary Day – F J Ahier Country Gardens
The first Sunday in September every year sees plot holders at the
F J Ahier Country Gardens get together to celebrate the
Anniversary of the opening of the gardens. This year, alongside
the annual Sunflower Competition, a Mini Produce Competition
was also held on a very wet and windy day!
Everyone who took part in the Produce Competition was
awarded a Bronze, Silver or Gold certificate and nine plot holders
bought up about half a dozen items each.

Best in Section Awards
Thanks to Garden Scene who kindly sponsored the Sunflower
Competition once again, the full results of which are below.
Congratulations to Kevin Roberts who had the tallest sunflower
and to Maria Martins who had the sunflower with the widest
head.

2017 - BEST IN THE CUT FLOWERS
Winner: Max & Dot de la Haye, class 77 – Group of Dahlias
2017 - BEST IN THE POT PLANT CLASSES
Winner: John & Barbara Hidrio, class 29 – Begonia, 6 pots
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Two giant vegetables, both grown by Richard Le Sueur broke the
record held by the RJA&HS for the Heaviest Marrow and the
Heaviest Cucumber.

Kevin Roberts & RJA&HS President Rob Perchard
Tallest
Place

Name

Plot

Height

1st

Kevin Roberts

51 & 52

8 foot 5 inches

2nd

Maria Martins

49

8 foot 3 inches

Widest
Place

Name

Plot

Width

1st

Maria Martins

49

15 inches

2nd Equal

Kevin Roberts

51 & 52

14 inches

2nd Equal

Jeannette Collas

71

14 inches

Richard Le Sueur and grandsons

Fruit, Flower & Vegetable Show – 7th & 8th
October (part of the Autumn Fair)
The Autumn Fair included a Cattle Show, Poultry Show as well
as lots of local stalls selling their wares. Around 1,500 visitors
attended the Fair over the weekend, including the Lieutenant
Governor and Lady Daulton, who kindly presented the children’s
prizes on Sunday afternoon.

Graham de Gruchy

The marrow, weighing in at 70 lbs 8 oz, beat the previous record
by more than 7 lbs (2016 record was 63 lbs 4 oz – Jose
Rodrigues) and the cucumber weighing 18lbs, was almost three
times as heavy as the previous record holding cucumber, which
was grown in 2013 by Tim Rowe (4 lbs 9 ½ oz). Horticultural
Department Chairman Graham de Gruchy’s marrow came in
second place weighing a whopping 50 lbs 8 oz.

Graeme Le Marquand, Lieutenant Governor Sir Stephen Dalton, Graham de
Gruchy, Phyllis de Gruchy, Rob Perchard.
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Mr Le Sueur, who is no stranger to growing enormous
vegetables, also entered a 432 lb pumpkin into the Show, and
although he didn’t beat the record, the pumpkin provided a
spectacular sight for all visitors to the Show to enjoy! He said
‘The pumpkin is completely organic, it’s had no chemicals put
on it. Both the pumpkin and the marrow have been grown
outside in plenty of farmyard manure. I had weighed the
marrow at home, so I had some idea of how heavy it was.”
The entries in to the Heaviest & Longest Produce Competition
were weighed and measured on the Saturday morning of the
RJA&HS Autumn Fair at the Royal Jersey Showground, by Society
officers Graham de Gruchy and John Hidrio.
Three records were broken, the third being the Heaviest Hen
Egg. The Egg weighed 4 ¼ oz and was from a hen owned by
Kate Le Ruez.
In the main Horticultural Show, Mrs Pam Queree, was awarded
Best in Show for the first time, for her Coleus plant, which the
Judges were extremely impressed with. She said “We nearly left
it at home, we only brought it at the last minute! I’ve grown it
from a plug which I got from the UK. It’s the first time I’ve ever
won anything like this! I’ve got 12 coleus’ at home, they just sit
in the conservatory. I feed them occasionally and they need lots
of water!”.

Steve Vibert

Pam Queree - Best in Show - one coleus (and husband Graham)

This Show receives the most entries of all four Horticultural Shows
throughout the year, and this year a total of 246 people entered
751 exhibits, which is 100 more than last October. Many of these
entries came from children at local primary schools including St
Martin’s School, Grands Vaux School, Grouville School, Plat Douet
School and Bel Royal School. 130 collages for Halloween were
created by children across the
island using natural materials
they had collected. Olivia
Harvey (age 6) created an owl
using just fruit and vegetables,
and was awarded the V C
Bertram Memorial Trophy for
the best creation.

Olivia Harvey

More than 100 jars of
preserves were entered and
Steve Vibert was awarded the
Best in Section rosette for his
piccalilli and was Reserve Best
in Show for his collection of 8
kinds of Vegetables. Brian
Phillipps did very well once
again with his incredible
collections of pears and
apples.

Brian Phillipps

The cake classes are always popular and this year they were judged
by Ann Pallett and Ceri Dickinson. There were more than 60 cakes
and biscuits entered in to the classes, and they had a tough time
choosing! The winner of the adult cake classes was Jennie Le
Sueur with her Coffee & Walnut Cake and the winner of the
children’s cake classes was Benjamin Godel with his Chocolate
Sandwich.
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Award

Benjamin Godel – Best Junior Cake

Awarded For

Brian D Phillipps
Collection of 6 dessert
pears (cl 51)

BEST IN SECTION - VEGETABLE

Steve Vibert
Collection of 8 kinds of
vegetables on a table (cl 87)q

BEST IN SECTION - CACTI &
SUCCULENTS

Stephen Le Feuvre
Group of Cacti (cl 159)

BEST IN SECTION - POT PLANT

Pam Queree
1 coleus (cl 205)

BEST IN SECTION CUT FLOWERS

Max & Dot de la Haye
Group of Dahlias (cl 240)

BEST IN SECTION - FLORAL ART
(JUNIORS)

Olivia Harvey
Fruit & Veg Woodland animal
(cl 396)

BEST IN SECTION FLORAL ART (AMATEUR)

Wendy Castledine
Harvest Supper Table
Arrangement (cl 387)

BEST IN SECTION - PRESERVES

Steve Vibert
Vegetables in the form of
piccalilli (cl 356)

BEST IN SECTION - EGGS

Kate Le Ruez
Eggs, tinted, 3 (cl 379)

BEST IN SECTION - CAKES
(ADULTS)

Jennie Le Sueur
Coffee & Walnut cake (cl 408)

BEST IN SECTION - CAKES
(CHILDREN)

Benjamin Godel
Chocolate Sandwich,
10-13 yrs (cl 434)

Lucy Collard

Emma Preisig and Callum Blair - joint winners of the Junior Member's Prize.

Winner

BEST IN SECTION - FRUIT

CHILDREN’S
THE PLANT PROTECTION CUP
Presented by the Society of
Jersey Gardeners

To be awarded to the exhibitor
of any age, exhibiting the best
Model Garden in the Children’s
classes, EXCLUDING GROUP
ENTRIES, at this Show

Clara Figueiredo
Miniature Garden
age 6-9 (cl 398)

CHILDREN’S
THE V C BERTRAM MEMORIAL
TROPHY

To be awarded to the best
Vegetable Creation, in any age
group, at this show.

Olivia Harvey
Fruit & Veg Woodland
Animal (cl 396)

CHILDREN’S
THE RHS JUNIOR
COMPETITORS AWARD OF
MERIT CERTIFICATE

Merit in the Junior Floral
Arranging Classes

Emily Livesey
Shades of Autumn basket
arrangement (cl 395)

Awarded by the Judges for the Autumn Show
Award

Awarded For

Winner

Best in Show

Overall winners of the fruit,
flower and vegetable show

Pam Queree
1 Coleus - class 205

Reserve Best in Show

2nd best overall of the fruit,
flower and vegetable show

Steve Vibert
Collection of 8 kinds of
Vegetables (class 87)

THE MISS LINDA LE SEELLEUR
MEMORIAL TROPHY

To be awarded to the best
exhibit in the Pear classes (51-65)
at this show

Brian D Phillipps
Collection of 6 varieties of
Dessert Pears (class 51)

THE BRITISH FUCHSIA SOCIETY
BLUE ROSETTE

Best fuchsia exhibit at this show

Alan Le Troquer
Fuchsia blooms in a
saucer (cl 306)

THE FRANCIS JOHN AHIER
MEMORIAL PRIZES
Silver Spoons

Silver Spoon will be awarded to
members for the most meritorious
exhibit in
the DAHLIA and VEGETABLE
classes at this show: VEGETABLES

Steve Vibert
3 leeks (cl 104)

THE FRANCIS JOHN AHIER
MEMORIAL PRIZES

Silver Spoon wil be awarded to
members for the most meritorious
exhibit in the DAHLIA and
VEGETABLE classes at this show:
DAHLIAS

Max & Dot de la Haye
Group of Dahlias (cl 240)

THE DAVID TUCKER
GLASS VASE

Awarded to the Judge’s choice of
the best individual exhibit in the
Fruit or Vegetable classes at the
autumn show, excluding
collections, baskets, barrows,
longest and heaviest classes
(Classes 5 – 151, excl. 48, 49, 51,
52, 68, 69, 73, 74, 84 - 93)

Steve Vibert
Savoy Cabbage (cl 108)

THE WORSHIPFUL COMPANY
OF GARDENERS SHOW
AWARDS

The Worshipful Company of
Gardeners have been pleased to
grant Diplomas

Brian D Phillipps
Collection of 6 dessert
pears (cl 51)

JERSEY FESTIVAL ROSE
SHOW BOWL

To be awarded to the exhibitor
competing at this show with the
best Rose exhibit receiving a first
prize in Classes 178, 179 and
282 - 297

Graham Queree
1 pink rose (cl 286)

Points awards
Award

Awarded For

Winner

THE MARTIN CHALLENGE CUP

To be awarded to the exhibitor
obtaining the highest aggregate
of points in the Fruit
Classes 1 - 83

Brian D Phillipps
76 points

THE E.R. LE CONTE
CHALLENGE CUP

To be awarded to the exhibitor
gaining the highest aggregate of
first prize-winners for APPLES
Classes 1 - 50

Brian D Phillipps

THE MONT ORGUEIL CUP

To be awarded to the exhibitor
gaining the most points in the
Pear classes 51 - 65 at this show

Brian D Phillipps
32 points

THE C.G. RICKETS CUP

To be awarded to any exhibitor
new or old not having their
name previously on any of the
Fruit Cups

Robert Perchard
19 points

THE CHRYSANTHEMUM
POINTS CHALLENGE CUP

To be awarded to the exhibitor
obtaining the highest points in the
Chrysanthemum classes (except
Pompon and Spray varieties) in
both the SUMMER and AUTUMN
shows.

Max & Dot de la Haye
15 points

ENTRIES IN THE FLORAL
ARRANGEMENT CLASSES are not
eligible for the above named
Challenge Cup and Points Prize
POINTS PRIZES FOR POMPON
AND SPRAY VARIETIES
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A Special prize will be awarded
to the exhibitor obtaining the
highest aggregate of points in
the POMPON and SPRAY variety
classes at both the SUMMER and
AUTUMN shows
ENTRIES IN THE FLORAL
ARRANGEMENT CLASSES are not
eligible for the above named
Challenge Cup and Points Prize

Max & Dot de la Haye
3 points
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Award

Awarded For

Winner

Award

Awarded For

THE ROBIN HOOD CUP

Awarded to the winner of Class
154 - open to CLUBS, SOCIETIES
and TRADESMEN.
A Collection of Vegetables,
not less than 12 kinds, to be
awarded for arrangement
and variety

Not awarded - no entries

CHARLES JONES
MEMORIAL TROPHY

To be awarded to the exhibitor
with the most points in the onion
& shallot classes at the Autumn
Show. Classes 131 - 141

Steve Vibert
20 points

for the winner of Class 221

Not awarded - no entries

FOR THE HEAVIEST PUMPKIN
WEIGHING OVER 100 lbs
(Class 510)
This year, this will be a voucher
for a Christmas tree!

Richard Le Sueur
432 lbs

Chrysanthemum Sponsorship
Generously offered by
Mrs Angela Alexander and
Family in memory of her late
husband Mr Ben Alexander
THE WALKER
CHALLENGE CUP

highest aggregate of points in
the PROFESSIONAL CLASSES at
this year’s Shows

Lizzy Whatley
10 points

SOCIETY OF JERSEY
GARDENER GOBLET

Re-Presented from 2010 to
the winner of the Group of
Chrysanthemums at the Autumn
Show Cut flower Section
(Class 239)

Not awarded - no entries

THE P.B.I. CHALLENGE CUP

highest aggregate of points in the
NON PROFESSIONAL CLASSES at
this year’s Shows

Ivy Le Troquer
35 points

THE G.L. HODGE ROSE BOWL

For the highest aggregate of
FIRST PRIZES in the Vegetable
classes 94 - 152

Steve Vibert
51 points

FIRST PRIZEWINNER of the
Professional Pedestal Class 385

Not awarded – no entries

THE FOREST HILL CUP

THE HAMEL TROPHY

Not awarded

THE J R HOLLAND
MEMORIAL TROPHY

for the collection of 12 kinds of
Vegetables, not exceeding 6ft x
2½ft – Winner of Class 86

Not awarded - no entries

winner of the Pedestal
Class 388 in the
AMATEUR SECTION

CHILDREN’S
THE DOROTHY DE LA HAYE CUP

Emily Livesey

THE JERSEY PRODUCE
MARKETING ORGANISATION
TROPHY

For the collection of 8 kinds of
Vegetables, not exceeding 5ft x
2½ft – Winner of Class 87

Steve Vibert

Winner of Class 395 - floral art
Children 9 - 12yrs at date of
exhibition

CHILDREN’S
THE DOGS DAY TROPHY

Equal - Emma Preisig & Callum
Blair - 27 points each

BRITISH FUCHSIA SOCIETY
CRESTED SPOON

To be awarded to the exhibitor
gaining the most points in the
Fuchsia classes at this show
(cl. 184 – 190 & 306)

Alan Le Troquer
4 points

Awarded to the Junior Member
gaining the most points over this
year’s Shows

CHILDREN’S
NEW JUNIOR MEMBERS’ PRIZE

Charlotte Waterhouse
22 points

NEW MEMBER’S PRIZE

A Special Prize will be awarded
to the exhibitor who obtains the
highest total of points at this
year’s Shows provided he or
she became a member of this
Department during the
current year.

Shannon Waaldijk-Le Seelleur
28 points

Awarded to the New Junior
Member gaining the most points
over this year’s Shows
(given that they became a
member for the first time,
during the current year)

THE WYNNE WALKER CUP

Presented by the Society
of Jersey Gardeners
To be awarded to the exhibitor
gaining the most FIRST prizes
over this year’s Shows
excluding the Floral Art, Preserve,
Cakes, Eggs and Heaviest
Vegetable classes

Stephen Le Feuvre
192 points

THE LADY McNIECE CUP

Presented by the Society
of Jersey Gardeners
To be awarded to the exhibitor
gaining the most points in the
Pelargonium classes over this
year’s Shows

Graham Queree
66 points

THE FISON CUP

Presented by the Society
of Jersey Gardeners
To be awarded to the exhibitor
gaining the most points in the
classes for Baskets of Vegetables
(including salad), over this
year’s Shows

Steve Falle
9 points

THE MRS O. WILLIAMS
MEMORIAL TROPHY

Presented by the Society
of Jersey Gardeners
To be awarded to the exhibitor
gaining the most points in the
Hanging Basket classes,
EXCLUDING Fuchsias, over this
year’s Shows

Helen Hickman
24 points

Presented by the Firm
Awarded for the highest
aggregate of points in the Pot
plant classes over this
year’s Shows

Stephen Le Feuvre
196 points

THE BRYAN LE MARQUAND
CHALLENGE CUP

Awarded for the highest
aggregate of points for Prize
Monies (Floral Art excluded) in
the Horticultural classes at this
year’s Shows

Stephen Le Feuvre
£145.50

ST. HELIER TRUST FUCHSIA
TROPHY

To be awarded to the person
obtaining the highest number of
points in the FUCHSIA classes at
this year’s Shows

Alan Le Troquer
17 points

THE LORD PHILLIPS FUCHSIA
CHALLENGE CUP
Donated by the Society of
Jersey Gardeners

To be awarded to the winner
gaining the most points over
this year’s Shows in flowering
Fuchsia Hanging Basket classes

Alan Le Troquer
1 point

THE MRS E K ROBERT
PRESERVE TROPHY

To be awarded to the person
gaining the most points
in the PRESERVE CLASSES at
this show. (Classes 314 - 377)

Jane Dervin
89 points

THE LUCAS BROTHERS PRIZE

THE C.G.A. (JERSEY) LTD.
CHALLENGE CUP

Winner

Christmas Lunch – 10th December
The Society enjoyed a Christmas Lunch and the Horticultural
Prizegiving at the Greenhills Country Hotel on Sunday 10th
December. A raffle raised much needed funds for the
Department. Thank you to everyone who sourced and donated
raffle prizes.

Horticultural Secretary
After 3 ½ years with the
Society, I have decided to stop
working and become a full
time mum to our daughter. I
have thoroughly enjoyed my
time working here and will
miss working with you all. I am
in awe of the boundless
passion
and
enthusiasm
shown by members and I have
learnt so much from all of you!
Although it sounds like I’m
saying Goodbye, it’s not really
Goodbye. I know I’ll still be
involved with the Society, in
one way or another in the
future.

Louise Agnès

I wish my successor the very best of luck in the role, and I know
that you’re all in good hands.
Louise Agnès
Horticultural Secretary
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The RJA&HS records
grateful thanks to the
following for their
generous support
in 2017

Diary Dates
2018/9
24th & 25th March 2018
Spring Flower Show

Alex Picot Group (Chartered Accountants), Islands
(Insurance), The Jersey Royal Potato Company, Belles
Fleurs Nursery, Channel Island Engravers, Jersey Island
Genetics Ltd, Le Quesne’s Nurseries, Mrs A Alexander
and Family, Lucas Brothers, Country Butchers, Eastern
Garden Machinery, Fentongollan Flower Farm
(Cornwall), St. Helier Parks & Gardens Department,
Woodside Farms Limited, Motor Mall, AA Langlois
Limited, Ransoms Garden Centre, Jersey Dairy, Ernie Le
Feuvre Ltd, Garden Scene Nursery, George White
Feeds.

26th April
2018 Annual General Meeting
9th & 10th June
Summer Fair to include the Island Spring Cattle
Show, Early Summer Flower & Rose Show
3rd & 4th July
Nursery & Primary Schools Garden Competition
(Sponsored by Belles Fleurs Nursery)
17th to 19th July
Jersey Garden Competition
(Sponsored by Ransoms Garden Centre)

As well as:
Ransoms Tea Room Restaurant, Huelin Agencies, Home
James, Randalls Brewery, Floralies, Holme Grown,
Homefield Growers, Bonny’s Country Garden, Pallot’s
Florist, De La Mare’s, JF(T)U Town & Country, Normans
Limited, David Dumosch, La Mare Wine Estate, CAF
Engineering, Acorn Industries, Les Touristes, BoKay
Florists, Paperclix, Samares Plant Centre, St Peter’s
Garden Centre, Garland Flowers, Belles Fleur Nursery,
Le Quesne’s Nursery, Mayda Reynolds, Lidsters
Butchers.

21st July
F J Ahier Country Gardens Competition
(Sponsored by Ernie Le Feuvre Ltd)
18th & 19th August
Summer Flower & Produce Show
In association with the Jersey Poultry &
Ornithological Society Summer Show
6th & 7th October
Autumn Fair to include the Island Autumn Cattle
Show and the Autumn Fruit, Flower & Vegetable
Show

We would very much like
to hear from companies or individuals who
are interested in sponsoring the Society
or any of its activities
please contact James Godfrey on 866555
for details of sponsorship opportunities.

25th April 2019
2019 Annual General Meeting
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